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Summary Report 

 

Project and Client 

The Northern South Island High Country (NSIHC) is simply too large to impose blanket-

coverage vector control with current levels of available funding. Vector managers and 

landowners therefore need reliable information to help them decide when and where control 

should be applied. Landcare Research was contracted to identify the principal habitats and 

vector species requiring control in order to cost-effectively eradicate bovine tuberculosis (Tb) 

from the NSIHC. The research was conducted from July 2004 to September 2007. 

 

Objectives 

To identify the habitats and vector species requiring control to cost-effectively eradicate Tb 

from the NSIHC, by: 

 Determining both the relative and absolute abundance of possums and ferrets in 

major habitat types, to identify which areas are priorities for control, and which 

(if any) appear to contain too few possums or ferrets to sustain Tb 

 Characterising the spatial scale of seasonal dispersal movements by possums and 

ferrets in relation to easily definable habitat types and/or topographic or 

altitudinal features; 

 Experimentally testing, in a pen trial, rates of Tb transmission between feral pigs 

at a very high force of infection 

 Using an adaptive management approach to determine the effectiveness of 

conventional possum control, ferret-only control, and pig-only control on bovine 

Tb levels (as measured in sentinel species) 

 Collating existing and new information on vector distribution and movement 

patterns, landscape features, and management factors in a spatial (GIS) format to 

classify areas in terms of priorities for vector control 

 

How to read this report 

In the interests of brevity, we have restricted this summary section to our main findings and 

conclusions (not methods). However, readers will find the former to be comprehensive 

enough that the next 10 pages can be read as a stand-alone document. Details of methods for 

all aspects of the project can be found in Section 4, and yet more detailed methods and other 

supplementary information can be found in the appendices. Results and details of our main 

findings can be found in Section 5 (again supplemented by appendices), with conclusions and 

recommendations in Sections 6 and 7. Key aspects of Sections 6 and 7 are repeated fairly 

comprehensively in this summary section. 

 

Study area 

The study area encompassed the entire boundary of Molesworth Station (183 000 ha) ranging 

from the source of the Wairau River in the west to the boundary with Muller and Muzzle 

stations to the east. We excluded the northern part of the station (Severn and Saxton river 

catchments) and several areas that had recently (within the last two years) received possum 

control with aerial 1080. 
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Relationship between habitat, altitude and abundance of wildlife vectors in the NSIHC 

A total of 1570 traps were set on 157 traplines on the 42 transects across Molesworth Station. 

A total of 279 different possums and escapes were recorded over 3106 trap-nights and an 

additional 97 different possums were poisoned at trap locations over 1569 poison-nights. 

Combining possums trapped and poisoned on the 157 lines the overall Trap Catch Index 

(TCI) was 8.04% (n = 376 over 4675 trap- and poison-nights) across Molesworth Station. 

Few ferrets were captured using this method. 

 

TCIs for possums ranged from 0% to 38.0%, with a strong east–west gradient on Molesworth 

Station. Height above valley floor (HVF) was most significantly associated with TCI, with no 

association at the valley floor, a positive association for heights of 200–400 m above the 

valley floor, and a diminishing association at heights above 400 m. In addition, TCI was 

associated with three field variables: greater than 25% bare ground, the presence of pine trees 

(Pinus radiata and/or contorta), and an increasing percentage of sweet briar (Rosa 

rubiginosa). 

 

Seasonal movements, survival and home ranges of possums and ferrets 

Home ranges of radio-collared possums in the NSIHC varied from 0.22 ha to 31.09 ha (95% 

minimum convex polygon), with a mean of 6.91 ha. For ferrets, home ranges varied from 

5.56 ha to 1856.0 ha, with a mean of 236.25 ha. Although there were too few fixes to 

estimate home ranges for either possums or ferrets in each of the four seasons (4–10 fixes per 

animal), there were no obvious changes in home range (including large-scale altitudinal 

movements) of either species with season. 

 

Dispersal movements (calculated as a straight-line distance between the first and last location 

for each animal) ranged from 10 m to 4940 m in possums (median = 350 m) and from 295 m 

to 19 600 m in ferrets (median = 985 m). For ferrets, there appeared to be a sex bias in 

dispersal, with juvenile males generally having longer dispersal distances (median = 3480 m) 

than juvenile females (1250 m), although the longest dispersal distance (of over 19 km) was 

by a juvenile female ferret. For possums, there appeared to be little age or sex bias in 

dispersal on Molesworth Station (median dispersal distances for adult females, juvenile 

females, adult males, and juvenile males were 297.5, 510, 885, and 340 m respectively) 

although the longest recorded dispersal distance (of almost 5 km) was by a juvenile female 

also. 

 

Annual survival rates of possums on Molesworth Station were above 85% on both the Leader 

Dale and Yarra sites. Sample sizes of ferrets were smaller, but on average, a ferret probably 

has about a 50% chance of survival for one year on Molesworth Station. For both species, 

annual survival was lower for juveniles than for adults. 

 

Based on these observations, seasonal movements and/or home range shifts of possums are 

unlikely to compromise a strategy that targets ‘high risk’ areas of higher-density possums 

and/or particular habitat types. The hypothesis that large-scale movements of possums might 

undermine targeted control either by shifting from high altitude in summer to low altitudes in 

winter, or by moving between catchments, was not supported. Ferrets ranged more widely, 

and utilised river valleys for their movements, creating more potential for them to transport 

Tb between controlled and uncontrolled habitats. The potential for ferrets to transport Tb in 

the NSIHC landscape, and transmit the disease to livestock, is discussed in the next section. 
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Tb prevalence: effects of ferret, possum, and pig control 

Effect of ‘intensified’ ferret control 

The prevalence of Tb in ferrets was higher (22.8%) on non-treatment areas (Lake McRae, 

Leader Dale, and Yarra catchments) than on the ferret control area (Alma/Tarndale) (16.4%), 

but this difference was not statistically significant. A slight overall increase in the prevalence 

of Tb was observed on Molesworth Station during this study (from 20%, on average, in 2004 

to 25% in 2006), but this trend was not significant when the age and sex of the ferrets was 

taken into account. We also could not detect any effect of ‘year’ (2004/05 or 2005/06) on the 

prevalence of Tb in ferrets. There was therefore no evidence that intensification of ferret 

control substantially reduced Tb prevalence in ferrets over these two years. 

 

There was also no evidence that the moderate intensification of ferret control in the 

Alma/Tarndale area had any substantial effect on the prevalence in ferrets there, as Tb 

prevalence in ferrets did not decline during the period of our study (2004–2006). 

Furthermore, the overall observed prevalence of Tb in ferrets in our study (21.4%) was little 

different from that recorded from a wide-area survey of the station by Marlborough District 

Council staff in 2002 (24%), so it appears that prevalence of the disease in ferrets has 

remained largely unchanged despite several years of ferret control. 

 

Because young ferrets had lower prevalences of Tb than adults in this study, it is likely that 

ferret control efforts on Molesworth Station have an apparent effect on prevalence by keeping 

the population ‘young’. Certainly ferret control will reduce the number of infected ferrets 

capable of infecting cattle (and other species) so may have some effect on reactor rates. 

Overall, however, nothing in our results suggests that targeting ferrets alone will have a major 

effect on Tb. In the NSIHC, ferret control would best be targeted at areas where possums are 

being controlled, to maximise the reduction in the total all-species reservoir of Tb. 

 

Effect of possum and pig control on Tb prevalence in pigs 

In the possum-control-only area, there was no effect of age on Tb prevalence, but the 

reduction in Tb prevalence between 2004 and 2006 (78% cf. 10%) was highly significant. 

Lesion severity in infected pigs also declined somewhat from a mean score of 18.3 in 2004 to 

13.3 in 2006. Aerial 1080 poisoning therefore reduced Tb prevalence and incidence in pigs 

substantially compared with areas with no possum or pig control. The strong implication is 

that this was a result of a massive reduction in the prevalence of Tb in possums. 

 

For the pig-control-only area, prevalence did not vary with age and there was no evidence of 

a change in age as a result of pig removal. However, there was weak evidence of a decline in 

prevalence of the disease in pigs in the pig control area (94% cf. 76%). There was no 

evidence, however, of a reduction in the severity of infection in Tb-positive pigs – the mean 

lesion score increased from 7.9 in 2004 to 14.4 in 2006. 

 

For the non-treatment area, where the initial prevalence in 2004 was lowest, Tb prevalence 

varied significantly with age although with no clear trend. Tb prevalence did not change 

between 2004 and 2006 (55% cf. 51%). The mean lesion score fell from 18.3 to 12.8. 

 

To summarise, the prevalence of Tb in pigs fell substantially (and significantly) in the area 

with possum control, and may have declined slightly from very high levels in the pig control 

area. The rate at which pigs were encountering Tb fell in all three areas, with by far the 

biggest decline in the area with possum control. Pig control alone, therefore, had, at best, only 

a minor effect on Tb prevalence in pigs. 
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We found too few infected possums to map the distribution of infection in possums, but it 

was clear from our results that infected possums are confined largely to the south and east of 

Molesworth. This is where cattle most often become infected (J. Ward, pers. comm.), and 

where the prevalence of Tb in ferrets is highest. Pen trials (below) indicate that transmission 

between pigs accounts for very little or none of the high levels of infection in the pigs in that 

area, and ferrets seem too rare, and too unlikely to be scavenged by pigs, to contribute 

significantly either. By default we conclude that most of the infection in pigs results from 

their scavenging of possums. If so, the universally high levels of infection in pigs suggest that 

Tb-infected possums occur through most of the south and east of the station. 

 

Experimental test of host status of feral pigs 

Trial 1 – Pens 

For both pens combined, there was no new infection from 4.0 years of sentinel exposure (i.e. 

AAI (apparent annual incidence rate) = 0.0). For the 15 source pigs, average age at death was 

1.4 years, with the culture-confirmed prevalence 42% indicating an AAI = 0.40 cases of new 

infection per year. Subtracting the time spent in captivity would double this figure. 

 

Trial 1 – Free-ranging pigs 

Only four of the eight domestic pigs released to the wild were recovered after an average of 

220 days. No infection was detected in these four. Two of them had remained close to one of 

the pens (where possum numbers were being held near zero), and had been provided with 

supplemental feed when their thin appearance made it clear they were struggling to find 

enough food in the wild. Two of the seven wild littermates and one of two pen-born pigs 

released to (and later recovered from) the wild were found to be infected (n = 9; 33%). These 

nine pigs had averaged 0.55 years in the wild when killed, indicating an AAI of 0.80 cases of 

new infection per year of exposure. 

 

Trial 2 – Pens 

For both pens combined, AAI for the sentinels was therefore 0.08. For the 18 source pigs, 

average age at death was 16.6 months, and the culture-confirmed prevalence was 89%, 

indicating a lifetime AAI of 2.18 infectious encounters per year of exposure. 

 

Trial 2 – Free-ranging pigs 

Eight radio-collared sentinels (six imported, two pen-born) that were released to the wild 

were successfully recovered. Six were infected (five imported, one pen-born). For the 

imported sentinels released, the 83% prevalence in the six released was significantly higher 

than the 10% for the 10 kept in the pens (Fisher’s exact test, P = 0.005). The AAI for all eight 

released sentinels was 1.59 infectious encounters per year of exposure after release. 

 

Conclusions 

For each of the four pen trials, Tb-free sentinels became infected at the rate of 0, 0, 0, and 

0.15 cases per year when exposed to an artificially high density (100–300/km
2
) of infected 

pigs. The density of infected source pigs in the wild was of the order of only 2–3/km
2
, almost 

two orders of magnitude lower than in the pens. Despite that, wild-type pigs released to the 

wild became infected a the rate of 0.80 and 2.18 cases per year in the first and second trials 

respectively, similar to the range of rates observed for wild pigs in the same area. 

 

In the pens, infected pigs were present for a cumulative total of seven pig years, so there were 

only 0.14 Tb transmission events per infected pig per year. The average age of a hunted 
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sample of pigs from Molesworth Station was 1.7 years, indicating 0.25 pig-to-pig 

transmission events would have occurred in a period equivalent to a wild-pig lifetime. 

Assuming this is equivalent to R0, the basic reproductive rate of disease, the value is too low 

for this mechanism to be able to sustain Tb even under the conditions that prevailed within 

the pens. We therefore believe that it is even less likely in the wild, where the density of pigs 

was far lower, and conclude that intraspecies transmission accounts for very little of the high 

levels of infection seen in the Molesworth pig population. 

 

Identifying priority areas for vector control 

In order of significance, the following digital environmental variables were identified to be 

significant predictors of possum abundance in the NSIHC: 

 Height above valley floor 

 Indigenous tree cover 

 Grassland and/or alpine shrub cover 

 Mean annual temperature 

 Localised foothills in inland valleys – cool, high solar radiation and low water 

deficits 

 

In order of significance, the following field-collected environmental variables improved the 

predictive performance of the model above (which used only digital data): 

 Percent cover briar 

 25% bare ground 

 Presence of pine – usually lone pine trees in the landscape 

 

We produced a map predicting possum abundance over all vegetation types and 

environmental cover classes on Molesworth Station, which is likely to be a useful decision 

support tool with which to prioritise areas for possum control in the NSIHC. The model/map 

has sufficiently accurate predictive performance, with a distribution of possum abundance 

classes within areas of a useful size (15 × 15 m pixels) for translating into operational possum 

control. A 3-D map is available electronically, which will allow control operations to be 

designed within the context of real (sometimes mountainous) terrain in the area. 

 

Overall conclusions 

We were able to find sufficiently strong association between TCI and habitat factors to 

predict possum abundance on Molesworth Station and for the NSIHC generally. Given the 

random distribution of transect lines across the landscape, and the high predictive 

performance of the model when compared with the observed data, we believe that the model 

accurately represents real associations between possum abundance and environmental factors 

in the NSIHC. This GIS-based ‘risk map’ should also provide a model for refining vector 

management in other areas of New Zealand by identifying areas where partial control may be 

sufficient to eliminate Tb. 

 

Despite having the lowest overall prevalence of any of the main hosts sampled, possums are 

still the main reservoir of Tb on Molesworth Station. Possum control alone provided the 

greatest reduction in Tb in sentinel species, compared with the (largely indirect) benefits of 

targeting pig or ferret populations individually. Control of possums is therefore paramount in 

reducing Tb levels in Molesworth wildlife. 
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Pig-to-pig transmission may occur occasionally on Molesworth Station but not at a level able 

to independently sustain the disease in pigs without ongoing spillover from possums. 

 

Patches of habitat likely to have average and above-average possum densities (based on 

height above valley floor, presence of briar, presence of bare ground, mean annual 

temperature, and various digital land cover classes including grassland and forest cover 

classes) occurred most commonly and continuously in southern and eastern areas of the 

station. The highest prevalence of Tb in pigs occurs in the south-eastern area with highest 

predicted abundance of possums, adding an epidemiological validation to the predictions. 

These areas should be targeted first when planning control operations in order to rapidly and 

cost-effectively reduce the risk of Tb transmission from wildlife vectors to cattle across much 

of the NSIHC. 

 

Our data on dispersal patterns and seasonal movements of possums suggest that such 

movements are unlikely to compromise any large-scale control efforts through reinvasion or 

transport of Tb in the landscape. Ferret movements are more likely to provide some low level 

of risk in spreading the disease from catchment to catchment, but the risk of ferrets 

transmitting Tb to free-ranging cattle on Molesworth Station is probably minimal simply 

because Tb transmission to cattle does not appear to occur frequently in the western parts of 

the station or at all on St James station to the west even though Tb ferrets occur there. 

 

Implications for possum control and management 

Currently, the AHB’s primary aim is to reduce the number of infected herds in the NSIHC, 

which is seen as one of the more difficult tasks standing in the way of achieving the 0.2% 

period prevalence for the Canterbury and Marlborough regions. On the basis of this study, 

managers could reliably exclude 11% of the area of the NSIHC from possum control, because 

possum abundance is too low to present any risk of maintaining Tb. 

 

For the remainder of the area, there are a range of possible scenarios depending on the 

ultimate goals of management (e.g. cost-efficient reduction in reactor numbers, or complete 

elimination of infection risk for the herd) and the amount of funding available. At one 

extreme, control of the 13% of the entire region with the highest possum densities should 

have the greatest impact on reactor rates for lowest cost, but is unlikely to eliminate ongoing 

recurrence of infection in cattle. At the other extreme, 87% of the area could be controlled 

along with pigs and ferrets to rapidly eliminate Tb, but the cost is likely to be unaffordably 

high. Although very little Tb was found in possums, Nugent & Whitford (AHB Report, 2007: 

LC0708/032) consider that Tb occurs on Molesworth mainly where possum densities are 

above average. 

 

We therefore predict that control of possums on less than half the area should have a good 

chance of eliminating Tb. The accuracy of this prediction needs to be tested operationally in 

an adaptive management context, perhaps applying control in three areas to 30, 50, and 70% 

of the respective area according to possum risk, and then using pig and ferret control and 

necropsy both to monitor the impact on Tb persistence and to reduce the risk of spillback to 

possums from pigs, and the smaller risk of secondary spillover from pigs and ferrets to cattle. 

 

In summary, we believe that the insight from this project should enable managers to reduce 

reactor rates on Molesworth and on similarly infected NSIHC properties more rapidly and at 

substantially lower cost than currently. Given the generally low density of possums, and the 

patchiness of the high-possum-density patches, we consider it is feasible to consider one-hit 
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elimination of Tb from wildlife provided possum control is applied at a large enough scale 

and supported by pig and possibly also ferret control to prevent re-establishment of infection. 

The presence of pigs as a highly sensitive sentinel of Tb presence in possums provides a 

surveillance tool that can be used to quickly identify and reliably mop up any patches of 

persistent Tb. 

 

More generally, Molesworth is a large high-country property with herd breakdown problems 

typical of the NSIHC. Our research has provided new understanding of the role of pigs, 

possums and ferrets generally in sustaining Tb in key areas (and at a landscape scale) 

throughout the NSIHC, and strengthened the scientific basis on which the AHB can base its 

vector control strategies and funding decisions. 

 

Recommendations 

The multiplicity of potential control scenarios for Molesworth Station (and surrounding 

similar areas) precludes specific recommendations in that regard. However, we recommend 

that where possum control is applied to only part of an area, the priorities for targeting a 

subset of habitats should be based on our predictions of relative possum abundance. Users of 

the data can easily orient themselves on a 3-D map and plan operational procedures using 

terrain data.  

 

We suggest that interactive workshops involving researchers and managers be convened to 

plan, model, cost, and compare the likely cost-effectiveness of a range of possible control 

scenarios. Regardless of whether that is done, managers need to keep in mind that the models 

we present in this report most usefully apply to areas of higher TCI (because in those areas 

the models had the highest sensitivity and lower specificity). The models of predicted possum 

TCI across the NSIHC cannot reliably be used to identify or predict fine-scale changes in 

possum abundance as measured by TCI. 

 

The models of predicted possum abundance are likely to be useful operational tools in 

environments broadly similar to those on Molesworth Station, most notably the NSIHC as a 

whole and possibly other dryland areas of New Zealand such as Central Otago. Any 

extrapolation beyond Molesworth would require some field validation of the predictions, 

particularly where the habitat types and predictor variables are outside the range recorded on 

Molesworth. In broad terms, we consider that this approach should be adopted more widely 

to enable greater use of the strategy of partial control and the potential for major cost savings 

inherent in that strategy. 

 

If reduction (but not elimination) in the number of cattle reactors is adopted as the short-term 

goal of possum control, we consider it likely that only areas with predicted possum TCI 

>10% need to be targeted in the NSIHC, but that as a check on that prediction the impact of 

possum control on incidence rates in pigs and ferrets should be closely monitored. 

 

If elimination of Tb is adopted as the goal of possum control, we conservatively recommend 

targeting all areas with predicted possum TCI >5%, and, further, that possum control be 

followed by pig (and in some cases ferret) control both to reduce any risk posed by the 

reservoir of infection in those species and to identify (through surveillance) areas where Tb 

has persisted in possums. Removal of pig carcasses in particular, for necropsy, would also 

help further reduce any spillback risk. It is also important that possum control be applied to 

buffers that are at least two pig home range diameters wide, so that Tb elimination is not 

undermined by reintroduction of Tb by immigrant pigs. 
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On Molesworth Station, consideration should be given to redesigning the Tb-testing 

programme for cattle to maximise the specificity of any test outcome in relation to a 

particular area. More area-specific surveillance data would help in targeting surveillance 

based on more sensitive sentinels (pigs and/or ferrets). 
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1. Introduction 

 

The Northern South Island High Country (NSIHC) incorporates at least 13 large high country 

properties. The area is simply too large (c. 465 000 ha) to impose blanket-coverage vector 

control with current levels of available funding. Vector managers and landowners therefore 

need reliable information to help them decide when and where control should be applied in 

order to maximise the benefits of such control. Landcare Research was contracted to identify 

the principal habitats and vector species requiring control in order to cost-effectively 

eliminate bovine tuberculosis (Tb) from the NSIHC. The research was conducted between 

July 2004 and September 2007. 

 

2. Background 

 

Control and eventual eradication of Tb from the NSIHC poses some major challenges. The 

region is largely unforested; instead, much of it contains woody shrubland and grassland. 

There are few empirical data on vector densities, abundance, and behaviour in many habitats 

in the NSIHC, but the area appears to have high densities of feral pigs (and in some areas 

ferrets) relative to the density of possums. The pig and ferret populations can have high 

prevalences of Tb in many areas; on Molesworth Station 85% of 61 pigs were deemed 

infected in 2001 and 24.8% of 149 ferrets survyed in 2002 (J. Ward, pers. comm.; 

Marlborough District Council (unpubl. report) 2003). These findings gave rise to local 

landowner concerns that pigs and ferrets somehow play a much more important role in 

sustaining and spreading Tb in this area than in other areas. These factors make it difficult to 

know which species require control in the NSIHC, and whether total coverage of the region is 

actually necessary. 

The first aspect of this study, therefore, was to determine which species and habitats to target 

when planning operational control. A key question on Molesworth Station is whether possum 

control alone is sufficient to quickly eradicate Tb. At present some pig control is undertaken, 

in the belief that pigs must play some role in the Tb problem there. Likewise, ferrets (either 

alone, or via a co-scavenging cycle with pigs) may also be implicated in helping sustain Tb 

and/or passing it to livestock more frequently than would occur if ferrets were controlled 

(Caley & Hone 2002, 2004). In this project we aimed to test empirically whether pig control 

or ferret control alone could substantially reduce the level of infection in those species, 

relative to the known effect of aerial control of possums, and to quantify vector abundance in 

a variety of habitats and altitudes present on the station. 

Adding to these difficulties is the sheer size and remoteness of the region and of the farming 

properties within it (Molesworth Station alone is approximately 183 000 ha). This makes it 

extremely costly to apply vector control over a broad scale, and benefits will inevitably be 

very small in terms of a reduction in number of infected herds. A strategy of partial control in 

some areas/habitats and not others is greatly facilitated by the region’s rugged landscape, 
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which provides the potential to manage catchments separated by high mountain ridges as 

independent units. However, this potential is compromised if vectors move freely between 

catchments. A second aspect of the project was, therefore, to develop better knowledge of the 

altitudinal limits (if any) to possum and ferret distributions, and the frequency, direction, and 

spatial scale of wildlife dispersal in the little-studied habitats most typical of the NSIHC. This 

information is essential when planning control operations, both to reduce the risk of long-

distance transmission and to prevent reinvasion of controlled areas (Cowan & Clout 2000). 

Feral pigs are of especial concern in the NSIHC, for several reasons, despite evidence from 

elsewhere (Corner et al. 1981; McInerny et al. 1995; Lugton 1997; McIlroy 2001; Nugent 

et al. 2003a, b) that feral pigs are unlikely to be true maintenance hosts of Tb. The concern 

arises mainly because pigs in the NSIHC have such a high prevalence of Tb (Marlborough 

District Council 2003; Nugent & Whitford 2006) that it is difficult to believe they play no 

role in spreading the disease, particularly since some pigs have been observed with draining 

lesions (Marlborough District Council 2003) and pig carcasses are frequently scavenged by 

ferrets and occasionally by possums (Yockney & Nugent 2003). In addition, there is new 

evidence of persistence of Tb in wild boar in Spain in hunting estates that are apparently free 

of Tb-infected livestock, in areas that appear not dissimilar to the NSIHC in terms of climate 

and broad vegetation type (Parra et al. 2006). Therefore, a third aspect of the project was to 

determine the host status of feral pigs in the NSIHC. 

Although in the project our aim was to address issues of concern with regard to Tb in 

wildlife, the results should be considered in the context of management of infected herds both 

on Molesworth Station and in the NSIHC generally. All herds of cattle and deer in the upper 

reaches of the Clarence and Awatere catchments are infected with the disease. These large 

extensive herds are run at relatively low stocking rates (J. Ward, pers. comm.). However, the 

St James herd, to the west of Molesworth Station, is not infected with bovine Tb. Molesworth 

Station is therefore seen as a key area in which to target vector control. 

Cattle are grazed seasonally in different parts of the station, in three traditional areas (herds): 

(1) the ‘Homestead’ herd, located in the head of the Awatere but overwintering in the Elliot; 

(2) the ‘Tarndale’ herd in the north-west of the station; and (3) the ‘Bush Gully’ herd, grazed 

in the south near the Acheron and Clarence rivers but overwintering in the Guide, Half Moon 

and Bullens Hills areas. The grazing regime revolves around winter and summer movements, 

and staff move the cattle around on these blocks to make use of available grazing 

(Marlborough District Council 2003; J. Ward, pers. comm.). There is therefore considerable 

potential for each of these herds to overlap (seasonally, if not all year round) with high-risk 

habitats harbouring wildlife vectors of bovine Tb. 

The overarching goal of this project was to pull together the information collected above in 

such a way as to enable managers to target future vector control work efficiently in the 

NSIHC, which originally was left out of the second National Pest Management Strategy 

because it was considered too intractable a problem. Some vector control work is now 

underway, but current funding is inadequate to impose and regularly maintain blanket vector 

control over the entire area. Given the strong likelihood that vector control is unlikely to be 

necessary in at least some habitats (e.g. the high, unvegetated alpine zone), and the possibility 

that pigs and ferrets somehow contribute to Tb persistence, the key questions are: 

 Which species must be controlled? 

 Which combination of vector species and habitat types poses the greatest risk of Tb 

persisting through time? 

 Therefore, what habitats and species should be the highest priority for vector control 

aimed at reducing reactor rates in livestock?  
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 For which habitats and species (and at what scale and intensity) is vector control required 

to eliminate Tb? 

 

We addressed these questions by: 

 Comparing possum and ferret abundance in broad habitat and altitudinal classes, and 

determining whether seasonal dispersal movements of either species might compromise 

habitat- or altitude-specific control efforts 

 Determining whether control of ferrets and pigs had any significant effect on reducing Tb 

prevalence relative to the effect of aerial 1080 poisoning aimed at possums 

 Determining pig-to-pig transmission rates at extremely high densities and in the absence 

of other wildlife vectors 

 Developing a geographic information system (GIS) to combine vector data with habitat 

and landscape features and key management factors (e.g. where cattle are grazed), to help 

identify priority areas for vector control 

 

3. Objectives 

 

To identify the habitats and vector species that require control to cost-effectively eradicate Tb 

from the NSIHC, by: 

 Determining both the relative and absolute abundance of possums and ferrets in major 

habitat types, to identify which areas are priorities for control, and which (if any) appear 

to contain too few possums or ferrets to sustain Tb 

 Characterising the spatial scale of seasonal dispersal movements by possums and ferrets 

in relation to easily definable habitat types and/or topographic or altitudinal features 

 Experimentally testing, in a pen trial, rates of Tb transmission between feral pigs at a very 

high force of infection  

 Using an adaptive management approach to determine the effectiveness of conventional 

possum control, ferret-only control, and pig-only control on bovine Tb levels (as 

measured in sentinel species) 

 Collating existing and new information on vector distribution and movement patterns, 

landscape features, and management factors in a spatial (GIS) format to classify areas in 

terms of priorities for vector control (June 2006) 

 

4. Methods 

 

4.1 Study area 

The study area encompassed most of Molesworth Station (183 000 ha), ranging from the 

source of the Wairau River in the west to the boundary with Muller and Muzzle stations to 

the east (Fig. 1). Although the tenure of Molesworth Station changed in July 2005 from 

Landcorp Farming Limited to Crown Land administered by the Department of Conservation, 

it is still managed as a working high country cattle property. 
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Fig. 1 Molesworth Station (Northern South Island High Country), showing the station 

boundary (thin black line) and major topographic features. 
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A strong west-to-east rainfall gradient exists on the property with western areas receiving an 

average rainfall of some 3000 mm in contrast to an average of 670 mm in the east. This 

gradient is reflected in the soils and vegetation across the landscape. Surrounded by 

mountainous terrain (altitude ranges from 549 to 2100 m), the inner areas of Molesworth 

Station endure a continental climate of extreme temperature fluctuations between summer 

and winter.  

The drier (generally eastern) regions include vegetation such as shrublands, matagouri 

(Discaria toumatou) and sweet briar (Rosa rubiginosa) interspersed with gravel scree. Short 

tussocklands (Agrostis capillaris) are generally restricted to valley floors or lower mountain 

slopes and are often oversown with introduced pasture grasses, while in headwaters and 

higher altitudes some tall tussocklands (Chionochloa pallens), Spaniards (Aciphylla spp.) and 

flax (Phormium colensoi) are apparent. The western (wetter) areas are largely dominated by 

tall tussock, patches of red tussock (Chionochloa rubra) and remnants of mountain beech 

(Nothofagus solandri var. cliffortoides) forest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Molesworth Station (Northern South Island High Country), showing areas excluded 

from the study because of possum control (shaded areas A and B) and pre-2004 ferret control 

(shaded area C). 
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4.2 Relationship between habitat type, altitude and abundance of possums and ferrets 

in the Northern South Island High Country 

Hypothesis 

Even without vector control, some easily identifiable landscape types contain too few Tb 

hosts (especially possums) to enable Tb to persist, so can be safely left out of any vector 

control programme, thereby reducing costs. 

Approach 

Possum and ferret abundance was assessed in most if not all the major habitat types and 

altitudinal zones found on Molesworth Station through systematic trapping (and cyanide 

poisoning) along 42 river-to-ridegline transects. We used EcoSat imagery (Dymond & 

Shepherd 2004) to break down the total land cover on Molesworth into approximately 25 

classes. Although we did not stratify by habitat, we determined that at least 40 transects 

would be required to include the majority of EcoSat cover classes in our sampling (see below 

for sampling details). In addition, we used Land Environments New Zealand (LENZ) Level II 

to ensure that we were sampling key climate and soil types. 

The area surveyed excluded the relatively difficult to access north-west section of the station, 

the areas already subject to possum control (Fig. 2), and areas used for our experimental 

manipulations (Fig. 3). The location of each transect was determined as follows: 

 Random points on Molesworth Station were chosen by allocating 

Easting/Northing GPS coordinates in a GIS package, ArcView 3.2a 

(Environmental Systems Research Inc., Redlands, California, USA). 

 The two highest points on a ridgeline closest to each random point were 

identified. A line was drawn between these two highest points, and a point along 

that line was then allocated at random. This point determined the top of each 

transect. 

 The bearing of each transect was chosen by running a straight line from the top 

point, down through the original random point. 

 Finally, the length of individual transects was determined by following the 

bearing to the closest river valley, resulting in transects of between 1 and 3 km in 

length. 

This approach was adopted to make the survey more logistically tractable and efficient while 

still providing representative coverage with respect to altitude, aspect, slope and habitat. 

Standard 10-trap (200 m long) possum traplines were established at 400-m intervals along 

each transect, beginning at the top. The number of lines per transect varied from 2 to 7 

(median = 4, total 157; Fig. 4). 

Every transect was checked and videotaped from a helicopter to ensure it could be safely 

walked, and to enable later checks (if required) of the habitat types along it. A few 

impassable transects were excluded, so the very steepest terrain was underrepresented in our 

surveys. A helicopter was used to drop trapping equipment at the designated start point for 

each trapline. 
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Fig. 3 Molesworth Station in the Northern South Island High Country showing its boundary 

(thin black line), 42 possum and ferret capture transects (thick black lines), and the location 

of treatment areas (Section 4.4). Shaded area 1 = Ferret-only control; 2 = Possum-only 

control; 3 = Pig-only control; 4 = Ferret and possum non-treatment areas (where movement 

study was conducted); and 5 = Pig non-treatment area. Within Area 5 and several other 

smaller areas throughout the station, a few ferrets were also removed and used as non-

treatment animals. See text in Section 4.4 for further explanation. 
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Fig. 4 Distribution of the number of trap lines per transect. 

 

Ground staff were flown to the top of each line daily. On each of the traplines, 10 Victor #1 

leghold possum traps were set at 20-m intervals for 2 nights, with 200 m between each of the 

traplines along each transect. A Holden live-capture ferret trap was placed at the start and end 

of each trapline (i.e. 200-m intervals along each transect; Fig. 5). Possum traps were set using 

white backing boards and lured with flour and icing sugar (Fig. 6). Ferret traps were baited 

with fresh rabbit meat.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Typical transect established to survey possums and ferrets on Molesworth Station. 
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Fig. 6 Possum trap set-up with white backing board lured with flour and icing sugar. 

Traps were checked daily for 2 days, and all possums and ferrets captured were ear-tagged 

(Monel #1 and #5 tags respectively), sexed, palpated to check for Tb infection, and released. 

On the 3rd day, all traps were removed and cyanide paste was laid every 20 m along the 

entire transect (including the original 200-m gaps). On the 5th day, all dead possums were 
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collected, tagged if required, and their GPS locations and ear tags recorded. Killed animals 

were flown out for necropsy at a later date (see Section 4.4). 

A composite index of possum abundance was calculated for each trapline from the number of 

possums caught over the 2 nights (including any obvious escapes but excluding any possum 

recapture on the 2nd night) plus any untagged possums killed by cyanide (but excluding those 

killed between traplines). This number was divided by the total number of traps plus one trap-

night equivalent for the cyanide baits, because it was clear to field staff that the majority of 

poisoned possums had been killed on the 1st night. We deducted half a night for any captures 

of non-target species (ferret, hedgehog, cat, rat) and for sprung traps with no evidence of 

possum fur. 

Environmental data collection 

 Field: Vegetation type and cover class (see Appendices 1 and 2 for codes), slope, 

aspect, altitude and GPS location were recorded for every possum trap site, based on a 10-m 

radius around the trap. Trap-level data were later aggregated at the line level as (for example) 

the mean percent cover (∑% cover across all traps/# traps) for analysis. 

 Digital: Four digital datasets were used to characterise the distribution and relative 

abundance of vegetation types on Molesworth Station (and the NSIHC as a whole), and also 

around the traplines to enable us to use trapline data to predict possum abundance for the 

whole area. The datasets were:  

 EcoSat (Landcare Research) (Dymond & Shepherd 2004) 

 Land Cover Database (LCDB2, Land Information New Zealand) 

 Land Environments of New Zealand database (LENZ, Landcare Research) 

(Leathwick et al. 2003)  

 New Zealand Digital Elevation Model (DEM; Landcare Research) 

 

A 30-m buffer was generated around each 180-m trapline using a GIS, creating a 1.4-ha 

polygon that was used to extract line-level variables from the 15  15-m-resolution digital 

environmental datasets. A distance of 30 m was chosen for the buffer width as it was large 

enough to capture at least one 15  15-m cell on either side of the trapline while being small 

enough to better represent the habitat present within the captured possums’ activity range. 

Details of the derivation of land cover variables, habitat composition, and altitude from the 

digital datasets are contained in Appendix 3. 

Line-level variables extracted from both field and digital datasets were:  

 Percent area covered by each class as a continuous variable 

 Percent area as a categorical variable using the following five-level ordinal scale: 

(0) no cover, (1) 0–1% cover, (2) >1% – 5% cover, (3) >5% – 25% cover, (4) 

>25% cover 

 Presence or absence of each class within the polygon 

 

Vegetation richness, measuring the heterogeneity or diversity of habitat, was estimated as the 

sum of different land cover classes recorded on a line, regardless of percent cover. 
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4.3 Seasonal movements, survival and home ranges of possums and ferrets  

Hypothesis 

Large-scale movements of possums and ferrets preclude exclusion of otherwise low-risk 

habitat types from vector control in the Northern South Island High Country. 

 

Approach 

In March 2005, two trapping ‘grids’ of >10 km² were established to capture and radio-collar 

possums and ferrets, that were then tracked for one year. One grid was located in the Leader 

Dale Valley (western Molesworth) and one in the Yarra Valley (central Molesworth; areas 

labelled 4 in Fig. 3). Each grid consisted of 10 2-km transects spaced 500 m apart in a 

mixture of scrub, pasture, and tussock habitat and covering a range of elevations from valley 

bottoms to ridgelines at higher elevations. 

Along each 2-km transect five 200-m-long 10-trap possum traplines were established with a 

Holden live-capture ferret trap at the start and end of each, as described for the wide-area 

survey above. In addition, lines of extra ferret and possum traps (approximately 30 traps in 

the Leader Dale and 45 traps in the Yarra catchment) were established in the valley bottoms 

and up adjacent valleys, extending for 1–3 km beyond each grid. 

Traps were set for 5 nights, and the possums and ferrets captured were sedated with 

Ketamine, ear-tagged, weighed, sexed, palpated to check for gross Tb, fitted with radio 

collars, and released. GPS locations were recorded for each trap site and each trapped animal, 

along with the altitude and habitat type at each trap.  

Forty possums (21 Leader Dale, 19 Yarra) and 27 ferrets (8 Leader Dale, 19 Yarra) were 

fitted with mortality-sensing radio collars (Sirtrack, Havelock North). A total of 9 male 

ferrets (6 juveniles and 3 adults) and 16 female ferrets (9 juveniles and 7 adults) were fitted 

with radio transmitters as was a further one ferret whose sex was not recorded at release.  

From April to November 2005, animals were radio-tracked once per month from the air using 

a Robinson R-22 helicopter equipped with an ATS 2100 receiver and a three-element 

aeronautical aluminium Yagi antenna attached to the helicopter skid (Gregory et al. 2002). 

From November 2005 to March 2006, both possums and ferrets were tracked from the 

ground every 6 weeks, to facilitate retrieval of collars that had switched to mortality mode. In 

addition, one extra long-range flight was made in January 2006, to search for 15 ferrets 

whose transmitter signals could no longer be picked up through regular tracking. During each 

tracking session, GPS coordinates were recorded for each individual animal. 

At the conclusion of the study (March 2006) those individual possums and ferrets that still 

had working transmitters were radio-tracked, and radio transmitters recovered through a 

combination of trapping, cyanide poisoning (where possible), and ground shooting. 

Survival of possums and ferrets (based on the mortality sensor in each transmitter) was 

analysed using a Kaplan–Meier survival function (Krebs 1999). Animals were censored from 

the analysis either if they were lost or if they died of unnatural causes (e.g. trapped during 

routine operational trapping on Molesworth Station). Home ranges (95%MCP – minimum 

convex polygon; Mohr 1947) of possums and ferrets were calculated using Program 

CALHOME, a freeware package of home range analysis software (Kie et al. 1996). Only 

animals with at least four fixes (tracking locations) were included in this analysis. Dispersal 

movements were calculated as the straight-line distance between the initial trap location of 

each animal and its final location (obtained from either radio tracking or trapping). 
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4.4 Tb prevalence: effects of possum, ferret, and pig control  

This experiment originally aimed to separately examine the effect of pig-only control and 

ferret-only control on the prevalence of Tb in those species respectively, compared with the 

effect of aerial poisoning of possums. However, there appeared to be too few ferrets in the 

chosen possum control area (Bullens Hills) to achieve this, so we instead examined the effect 

of intensification of ferret control on prevalence in ferrets (as sentinels), as well as directly 

comparing pig and possum control using pigs as sentinels (i.e. we conducted two largely 

separate experiments). 

Effect of ‘intensified’ ferret control 

Ferret control had been carried out in the Alma/Tarndale area (up to 14 000 ha) by 

Molesworth staff for several years. This experiment tested the hypothesis that ferrets on 

Molesworth are primarily spillover hosts from pigs and possums, and therefore that an 

intensification of ferret control in the Alma/Tarndale area would have little effect on the 

prevalence of Tb in ferrets there relative to areas with less or no ferret control.  

Vegetation in the Alma/Tarndale comprises short tussock grassland oversown with exotic 

pasture grasses, and shrublands with matagouri and sweet briar interspersed with gravel scree 

communities. The area was trapped by vehicle and quad bike using approximately 170 

leghold traps set on roads and 4WD tracks in March–April 2005 and again in March–April 

2006. This effort was intensified with an extra trapping session (15 days) prior to the usual 

trapping session in September 2004. All ferrets were tagged, and the trap number, date, a 

subjective ageclass and GPS co-ordinates recorded. Carcasses were then frozen. 

The Yarra (4278 ha), Leader Dale (3477 ha), and Lake McRae (875 ha) catchments provided 

non-treatment areas. Ferrets obtained from these areas were either captured during other 

experiments (Leader Dale and Yarra; Section 4.3 above) or during a specific survey (Lake 

McRae), with the same data as above recorded. The Leader Dale catchment comprises tall 

tussock, red tussock, and remnants of mountain beech forest, whereas vegetation in the Yarra 

catchment includes short tussock grassland oversown with exotic pasture grasses, and shrub 

gullies with matagouri and sweet briar. The Lake McRae catchment includes shrublands, 

matagouri and sweet briar interspersed with gravel scree on the higher slopes. 

Prevalence data (infected/not infected) were analysed using binary regression in a generalised 

model (GLM) framework in the statistical package R (2007, Version 2.5.1). We chose 1 

January 2002 as an arbitrary ‘start date’ for analysing trends in Tb prevalence through time in 

the respective areas. Most ferrets do not live longer than 2 years (Clapperton & Byrom 2005), 

so this arbitrary start date was assumed to encompass the majority of ferrets captured and 

killed on Molesworth Station from 2004 to 2006. Tb presence or absence (1/0) was analysed 

using binary regression (Crawley 2002). Explanatory variables of interest were age (juvenile 

[0–6 months], immature [6–12 months], and adult [12+ months]), sex, and treatment, and the 

‘year’ in which ferrets were captured (2004/05 or 2005/06). Initially a model with all 

explanatory variables was fitted and non-significant terms were sequentially dropped until a 

minimum adequate model remained with only significant terms (Crawley 1993). 

Pig-only and possum-only control 

For this experiment, we compared the effect of three treatments (1080 poisoning, pig-only 

aerial shooting, and no control) on the prevalence of Tb in pigs. 

The Bullens Hills (south-central Molesworth; 8742 ha; Area 2 in Fig. 3) was aerially 

poisoned on 25 October 2004 using 12 g RS5 cereal bait 0.15% ww 1080 lured with double-
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strength cinnamon sown at 2.5 kg/ha (P. Packham pers. comm.). The area is characterised by 

moderately steep terrain dominated by short tussocks and scrub. Some areas (especially 

gullies) contain dense and continuous scrub including matagouri, briar, and broom, with 

some flax and Spaniard at higher altitudes. Stands of kānuka (Kunzea ericoides) (up to 10 m 

tall) are also present. No pre- or post-control possum monitoring was carried out, and the 

effect of the survey on pig numbers is not known, but two radio-collared pigs that had 

previously been released near the area were apparently poisoned (I. Yockney pers. comm.). 

To confirm Tb presence in possums, we necropsied 192 of 270 possums collected by Valley 

Pest Control Ltd just before poisoning from 10 cyanide lines of varying length that traversed 

possum-favoured habitat. Nine pigs from the Bullens Hills were necropsied in August 2004 

(before possum control) and 35 pigs sampled almost 2 years after possum control (July–

August 2006). 

Pig-only control was implemented over 6800 ha near Lake McRae (Area 3 in Fig. 3) in late 

2005 (median date 1 December 2005). The main habitats were scattered but sometimes thick 

areas of matagouri, sweet briar, Spaniard and mountain flax. Pig numbers had previously 

been reduced by aerial shooting and poisoning (Marlborough District Council 2003), but 

numbers there were considered to still be above the overall average. Adding to some aerial 

shooting by Molesworth staff we implemented a control programme based on the use of 

Judas pigs (Knowles 1994) that was considered to have reduced pig density by 50–75% (a 

sub-project that has already been reported; Yockney & Nugent 2006). For this area, pigs were 

again necropsied both before (August 2004) and 10 months after (October 2006) control and 

we also necropsied those killed during control. A sample of 55 possums killed for fur 

recovery in August 2004 were also necropsied to confirm Tb presence. 

As a non-treatment comparison, we also surveyed pigs in the Clarence faces between Rough 

Creek and Tweed River and parts of the Dillon River catchments (17 487 ha). This area is 

located between the pig control and possum control blocks (Area 5 in Fig. 3). The habitat is 

broadly similar to that in the pig-control block. A small number of pigs from this area were 

killed and necropsied in August 2004 and again in October 2006. Sampling intensity was 

deliberately kept low so that there was no major effect on pig density compared with the pig-

control block. Data on Tb prevalence in possums in this area were obtained from the possums 

collected in a wide-area survey in February 2005, and from surveys conducted in a related 

project (Nugent & Whitford 2007). 

In all pig surveys, the pigs were shot from helicopters (Amuri Helicopters), tagged, their 

locations logged with a GPS, and flown to a necropsy site where age and sex were recorded. 

In some instances only the head, the most common site of infection in pigs, was inspected. 

Necropsy procedures 

Necropsies of all species were carried out by suitably experienced staff or contractors, using 

sterile techniques. Scalpel blades were changed at a minimum between each animal and often 

between slicing each node for head/body nodes to eliminate any within-animal cross 

contamination. All knives, boards and other equipment likely to cause cross contamination 

were sterilised between individual necropsies. Samples for culture were immediately chilled 

or frozen. 

 Pigs: Necropsies were conducted in the field following the procedures in Appendix 4. 

All pigs were aged by removing the lower jaw and determining age from the tooth eruption 

patterns following Clarke et al. (1992). Lesioned tissues (up to a maximum of two per pig) 

and the submaxilliary nodes from unlesioned pigs were cultured separately for each pig by 

the Infectious Disease Laboratory, AgResearch (Wallaceville), following the methods 

outlined by Buddle et al. (1994). Some grossly infected pigs identified as ‘typical’ during 
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necropsy initially cultured negative; where possible further cultures were undertaken of these 

animals using reserve homengenates and/or other retained tissue. 

 Ferrets: Whole ferrets were necropsied. All body nodes were removed, thinly sliced 

with a sterile scalpel blade, and visually inspected. A bulk pool of nodes (submaxillary, 

retrophyrangeal, mesenteric, axillary, pre-scapular and inguinal lymph nodes) were cultured 

separately for each animal. All Tb-positive animals (Tb+ves) were aged by counting their 

teeth cementum layers (Ragg 1997) as were a matching set of 45 Tb-negative (Tb−ves) 

ferrets. The latter were chosen by matching the kill location and year they were captured as 

closely as possible with Tb-positive ferrets. 

 Possums: Whole possums were necropsied following the procedures in Appendix 5. 

Any Tb-like lesions or tissue abnormalities were cultured separately, and for some 

individuals or groups of animals with no visible lesions a pool of axillary and inguinal lymph 

was cultured. Possums were aged using a combination of tooth wear and the dental 

cementum techniques as part of a related study (Nugent & Whitford 2007). 

 

4.5 Host status of feral pigs 

Hypothesis 

Feral pigs are not maintenance hosts for bovine Tb, so transmission of Tb between live pigs 

is unlikely in the absence of other wildlife vectors (ferrets and possums). 

Approach 

This experiment was conducted twice, first in 2003/04 (funded by the Foundation for 

Research, Science and Technology) and again in 2004/05 as part of this study. We compared 

Tb incidence rates in pigs exposed to other infected pigs under two experimental treatments: 

in captivity, with very little or no contact with other potential sources of infection (possums, 

ferrets, cattle, deer, and most other small mammals), and under free range conditons on 

Molesworth Station and the adjacent Muzzle Station, where the pigs were exposed to all of 

these potential vectors as well as infected pigs).  

To achieve this, we constructed two 1-ha pens (named ‘Tytler’ and ‘Panhandle’) on either 

side of the Clarence River on Muzzle Station. The pens enclosed habitat typical of many parts 

of the NSIHC that were frequented by pigs (Fig. 7). The details of the methods used to 

construct the pens, to enhance the exclusion of all vectors other than pigs, to capture wild 

pigs, and for radio-telemetric tracking and recovery of released pigs are provided in 

Appendix 6. 

In both trials we placed imported Tb-free ‘sentinel’ pigs inside these pens along with wild 

pigs caught nearby with the expectation (subsequently confirmed) that at least some if not all 

of these ‘source’ pigs would be infected with Tb. At the same time, imported Tb-free 

‘sentinel’ pigs were released into the wild on Muzzle Station (Trial 1) and Molesworth 

Station (Trial 2). 
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Fig. 7 Panhandle pig pen, showing the possum- and ferret-proof fence that probably deterred 

all species larger than mice. The photo is taken from the outside of the pen showing the 

external water tank and extensive vegetation cover inside the pen. 

 

Trial 1 (February 2003 to March 2004) 

In this first trial, 16 young (3-month old) Tb-tested domestic pigs were used as the primary 

sentinels. These were obtained from a free-range domestic piggery near Christchurch and 

trucked into Muzzle Station. Four were placed in each of the two pens, and a further eight 

were fitted with ear tags containing a VHF radio transmitter and then released into the wild at 

various locations on the station. 

Diseased ‘source’ pigs were obtained initially by capturing groups of four or more littermates 

from litters of 3–6-month-old piglets on Muzzle Station. One of each group was transferred 

alive to one of our pig enclosures, and another was radio-tagged and released back to the 

wild. Once two littermates had been captured, as many as possible of the remaining 

littermates were shot and necropsied immediately to check that at least some were infected 

with Tb. 

One of the Tb-free domestic sentinels was released with each of the released radio-tagged 

wild pigs. Few of the released domestic pigs were subsequently recovered, mainly because 

their survival rates were lower than for the wild pigs. In addition, some of the released wild 

pigs lost their radio tags, or died, so the information obtained from released pigs was limited. 

However, we were able to complement that limited data with a substantial amount of 

prevalence data collected in other investigations from random samples of the wild pigs on 

both Muzzle Station (Nugent & Whitford 2006) and Molesworth Station (this study, Section 

4.4). 

In addition to the wild-caught ‘source’ pigs introduced to each pen at the start of the trial, 

further source pigs were added in April, May and July once we realised that the level of 
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infection in the initial source pigs was lower than expected. These were older pigs that were 

more likely to be infected. 

The pigs (both in the wild and penned) were killed and necropsied at various intervals (2–12 

months), to confirm that the nominally infected ‘source’ pigs were in fact infected, that the 

disease in them was progressing, and how quickly transmission (if any) to Tb-free pigs was 

occurring. 

Trial 2 (October 2004 to October 2005) 

The prevalence and severity of infection in the young source pigs used in the first captive trial 

was moderate rather than high, and too few released pigs were recovered to provide a robust 

comparison of incidence rates, so this second trial was conducted to strengthen the evidence 

from Trial 1 that transmission between captive pigs was rare. Because we observed no 

transmission between the captive pigs in the first trial, we deliberately increased the force of 

infection to which the captive sentinels were exposed by using older ‘source’ pigs from a 

high-prevalence area on Molesworth Station that were likely to have much more generalised 

and advanced infection than the pigs used in the first trial.  

To overcome the problems we encountered in using domestic pigs, we instead used 21 Tb-

free wild pigs captured in the Marlborough Sounds in October 2004 as the primary sentinels 

for this trial. Five Marlborough Sounds sentinels were trucked to the site and placed in each 

of the two pens, and 11 were released to the wild on Molesworth Station. 

One wild-caught source pig from Molesworth Station was subsequently placed in each pen in 

November 2004. These both tested Tb-positive to a tuberculin skin test, and Tb infection was 

confirmed by necropsy in early February 2005 when they were killed. They were 

immediately replaced with 10 more source pigs (5 per pen). These were not Tb-tested, but all 

but one were confirmed infected when they were killed and necropsied in early May 2005. 

Four of them had lesions in the lung and/or bronchial nodes. Five further source pigs were 

placed in the pens in May 2005 (3 in one pen and 2 in the other); all were later confirmed Tb-

positive. 

Of the 11 Marlborough Sounds sentinels released to the wild, only six were eventually 

recovered. Three died during a 1080 poison operation, one lost its radio transmitter, and one 

radio transmitter failed (the pig was sighted with the transmitter attached). These 11 sentinels 

were complemented by a release of six pigs born inside one of the pens during the trial that 

we assumed were Tb free (see Results). Of these, two were also recovered for necropsy, one 

was shot but not recovered, two died of unknown causes but were not found until too rotten 

for necropsy, and one lost its transmitter. 

The necropsy procedures used in both trials were the same as those outlined in the preceding 

section and in Appendix 4. Prevalence data (N Tb+ves/sample size) are presented with 

associated 95% confidence intervals (95%CI; Collet 1991) and were compared statistically 

using contingency tables or Fisher's exact test as appropriate. Apparent annual incidence rates 

(AAI: predicted number of infectious encounters per year of exposure) were calculated by 

assuming that dependent young animals were not at risk of infection, and we subtracted a 

one-month risk-free period (the so-called guarantee period [g]; Thrusfeld 1995) from the ages 

of wild pigs released to the wild. For imported sentinels, the exposure period was simply the 

time each pig was in the trial and exposed to a possible source of Tb. 

For infected animals the effective exposure period was halved (i.e. we assumed these animals 

had on average been infected for about half their exposure time; Thrusfeld 1995): 

AAI = N Tb+ves / [∑((age-g)* N Tb−ves)+ ∑((age-g)/2* N Tb+ves)] . 
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4.6 Identifying priority areas for vector control 

Obviously it was not possible to sample possum abundances across all of Molesworth 

Station, although the 42 transects (Section 4.2) were chosen to represent as wide a range of 

habitat types and altitudes as possible. In this part of the project, the aim was therefore to 

predict (and map) possum abundance across the NSIHC landscape, particularly for parts of 

the landscape that were not sampled directly. Both digital data (primarily satellite imagery) 

and field data (Section 4.2) were used to make these predictions. 

Statistical model 

Poisson regression was used to generate the predictive model given the possum data were in 

the form of counts of possums captured at line level. As possum capture is dependent on the 

number of trap-nights available for each line, the model was adjusted by introducing the 

number of trap-nights as an offset. In this way, the fitted Poisson regression estimates the 

predicted trap-catch index (TCI; the number of possum captures as a proportion of the 

number of trap-nights) for each line. Predicted TCI can be extracted from the model by 

exponentiating the linear combination of the significant predictors m mx
 such as: 

 0 1 1exp ... m mTCI x x      ,
 

where the intercept 0 , once exponentiated, is the mean TCI after accounting for predictors. 

Two models were created in this study: one using only digital environmental data (named 

DIGITAL), enabling the development of a predictive model for the entire study area, and a 

second using a combination of digital and field-collected data (named DIGITALFIELD). 

This latter model was developed to examine the effect of local environmental factors that 

were captured in the field but which may not be captured within satellite imagery. Both 

models were developed independently using the process described in Appendix 7. 

Map of predicted possum TCI 

A predicted-possum-TCI map was generated using a Landcare Research C-program which 

had raster inputs of EcoSat land cover clusters, height above valley floor, LENZ class 130, 

mean annual temperature, and local filter size. The local filter size was chosen to be a 9  9 

window (~ 1.8 ha). The window was moved cell by cell horizontally and vertically through 

the landscape, aggregating the data from each layer and generating a prediction for the central 

cell by exponentiating the linear combination of significant predictors. The 1.8-ha window 

was chosen as a similar size to the 1.4-ha area over which environmental data were 

aggregated for the model construction, ensuring that the scale of aggregation of 

environmental data was similar for model development and for application as a prediction 

tool.  

The resulting predicted abundance data were categorised into six groups (0–1% TCI; 1–2%; 

2–5%; 5–10%; 10–20%; and >20%) using cut-off values that relate to targets for routine 

possum control and population monitoring, and was projected over the DEM to produce a 3-

D map. 
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5. Results 

5.1 Relationship between habitat type, altitude and abundance of possums and ferrets 

in the Northern South Island High Country 

A total of 1570 traps were set along the 157 traplines. One trap location was discarded from 

the analysis (trap 1, line 1, transect 1, 0 possums caught, 3 capture-nights) as its geo-

coordinates were erroneous. A total of 279 different possums and escapes were recorded over 

3106 trap-nights and an additional 97 possums were poisoned at trap locations over 1569 

poison-nights. Combining possums trapped and poisoned on the 157 lines the overall TCI 

was 8.04% (n = 376 over 4675 trap- and poison-nights). 

TCIs ranged from 0% to 38.0%, with a strong east–west gradient on Molesworth Station 

(fewest possums in the west and south-west of the station; most possums in the north-east and 

east; Fig. 8). Line-level trap catch of possums was skewed towards zero (Appendix 8). 

Transects at the lower TCI range with a narrow confidence interval had a consistently low 

TCI across all lines within the transect. Those in the middle values with relatively wide 

confidence intervals had patchy TCI values with some zero lines and other high TCI lines. 

Transects at the upper end of the TCI scale had consistently high TCI values across a high 

number of lines in the transect (Appendix 9). Trap-catch rates of ferrets were much lower 

than those of possums, with a single ferret captured on each of just three of the 42 transects, a 

catch rate of 0.1% (i.e. one per 1000 trap-nights. This is 30 times lower than the c. 3% catch 

rates achieved by Molesworth staff when trapping at best sites around the accessible valley 

bottoms, and indicates ferret activity is concentrated in such areas. 
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Fig. 8 Map of Molesworth Station showing transect-level possum TCIs at each sampled 

location. The size of the circles (in black) and associated numbers indicate the TCI for each 

transect. Transects are shown in yellow. 
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Possums were captured at altitudes ranging from 600 to >1500 m, with possum-trap-catch 

rates only declining to <10% above altitude 1000 m, and <5% above 1500 m (Fig. 9).  
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Fig. 9 Trap-catch rates of possums as a function of altitude on Molesworth Station. Circles 

represent mean observed line-level TCI within a given altitude range. Bars are the 95% 

confidence intervals of the observed line-level TCI. 

 

A summary of the line-level percent cover of the field-collected environmental variables is 

shown in Appendix 10 and the digital EcoSat classes in Appendix 11. The LCBD2 

composition of each EcoSat class is shown in Appendix 12, in which classes are grouped 

within clusters of similar LCDB2 composition. 

DIGITAL model of line-level trap catch index (TCI) 

Significant digital variables in the best-fitting Poisson regression model are shown in Table 1. 

Height above valley floor (HVF) was most significantly associated with TCI, including both 

linear and quadratic terms. The latter variable accounted for the non-linear relationship 

between HVF and TCI, with no association at the valley floor, a positive association for 

heights of 200–400 m, and a diminishing association at heights above 400 m.  
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In addition, TCI was associated with the presence of EcoSat cluster C, which included EcoSat 

classes 3, 6, 7 and 9 (Appendix 3) which were associated with LCDB2 indigenous woodland 

cover classes (Appendix 12); the percent cover of EcoSat cluster I, which included EcoSat 

classes 11, 20 and 22 (Appendix 3), which were associated with LCDB2 grass and tussock 

classes (Appendix 12); presence of the individual EcoSat class 11, which was predominantly 

associated with LCDB2 grass classes (Appendix 12); mean annual temperature, and LENZ 

class 130 (a cool environment with high solar radiation and low water deficits, generally 

localised in foothills in inland valleys; Leathwick et al. 2003). 

Up to an elevation above valley floor of 400 m, for every 100-m increase in altitude, the risk 

of capturing a possum on a line given the number of trap-nights available increased by a 

factor of 1.77 (95% CI 1.42–2.21). This effect diminished above 400 m HVF. 

DIGITALFIELD model of line-level TCI 

Significant variables in the best-fitting Poisson regression model using digital and field 

environmental data are shown in Table 1. In addition to the significant digital variables –

HVF, the presence of EcoSat C, mean annual temperature, and distance from the southern 

possum control area – three field variables were significantly associated with TCI: greater 

than 25% bare ground, the presence of pine trees (Pinus radiata), and an increasing 

percentage of briar. 
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Table 1 Point estimates () and standard errors (SE) of the regression coefficients for 

significant variables in the DIGITAL and DIGITALFIELD Poisson regression models of 

line-level possum TCI on Molesworth Station in the Northern South Island High Country. 

Variables  SE P RR 95% CI 

 

DIGITAL model 

     

(Intercept) −5.832 0.662 <0.0001 0.0029 0.001–0.011 

Height above valley floor (×100 m) 0.572 0.112 <0.0001 1.77
a
 1.42–2.21 

Squared height above valley floor (×100 m) −0.067 0.015 <0.0001 0.93 0.91–0.96 

Mean annual temperature 0.026 0.008 0.0012 1.03 1.01–1.04 

Presence of EcoSat cluster C 0.359 0.156 0.0213 1.43 1.05–1.94 

Percent cover EcoSat cluster I 0.005 0.003 0.0683 1.01 1.00–1.01 

Presence of EcoSat class 11 0.308 0.143 0.0315 1.36 1.03–1.80 

Presence of LENZ_130 −1.365 0.607 0.0246 0.26 0.08–0.84 

Distance to possum control B (km) 0.024 0.007 <0.001 1.02 1.01–1.04 

 

DIGITALFIELD model      

(Intercept) −5.328 0.524 <0.0001 0.005 0.002–0.014 

Height above valley floor (×100 m) 0.604 0.101 <0.0001 1.83 1.50–2.23 

Squared height above valley floor (×100 m) −0.074 0.015 <0.0001 0.93 0.90–0.96 

Presence of EcoSat cluster C 0.644 0.151 <0.0001 1.90 1.42–2.56 

Mean annual temperature 0.020 0.007 0.0031 1.02 1.01–1.03 

Distance to possum control B (km) 0.018 0.006 0.0013 1.02 1.01–1.03 

Over 25% bare ground cover 1.016 0.203 <0.0001 2.76 1.86–4.11 

Presence of pine  0.673 0.220 0.0022 1.96 1.27–3.02 

Percent cover briar 0.014 0.007 0.0460 1.01 1.00–1.03 

 

a 
Interpretation: for one hundred meters increase in altitude from the valley floor, the risk of 

capturing a possum on a line given the number of trap-night available increased by a factor 

1.77 (95% CI 1.42 – 2.21). 

 

5.2 Seasonal movements, survival and home ranges of possums and ferrets in the 

Northern South Island High Country 

Home ranges 

Home ranges of radio-collared possums in the NSIHC varied from 0.22 ha to 31.09 ha (95% 

minimum convex polygon), with a mean of 6.91 ha. For ferrets, home ranges varied from 

5.56 ha to 1856.0 ha (Table 2), with a mean of 236.25 ha. 
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Although there were too few fixes to estimate home ranges for either possums or ferrets in 

each of the four seasons (4–10 fixes per animal), there were no obvious changes in home 

range (including large-scale altitudinal movements) of either species with season. To show 

the scale over which possums ranged during the course of a year, the locations of individual 

possums in the Leader Dale and Yarra catchments are plotted on maps in Appendix 13. 

Table 2 Mean home range sizes (MCP; in hectares) of possums and ferrets on Molesworth 

Station. Sample sizes are shown in brackets after each value. 

Possums Mean (ha) Range (ha) 

Adult females 4.20 (14) 0.22–11.59 

Juvenile females 4.61 (2) 0.48, 8.74 

Adult males 10.18 (8) 0.43–31.09 

Juvenile males 9.26 (7) 0.43–19.53 

Ferrets   

Adult females 53.04 (5) 10.11–98.19 

Juvenile females 494.15 (4) 5.56–1856.0 

Adult males No data – 

Juvenile males 217.01 (6) 57.23–624.9 

 

Dispersal movements 

Most of the possums we radio-collared on Molesworth Station remained relatively sedentary. 

Dispersal movements (calculated as a straight-line distance between the first and last location 

for each animal) ranged from 10 m to 4940 m in possums (median = 350 m; Fig. 10) and 

from 295 m to 19 600 m in ferrets (median = 985 m; Fig. 11). For ferrets, these figures are 

likely to be underestimates because 15 ferrets were lost during the study, and at least some of 

these animals are likely to have been long-distance dispersers (Byrom 2002). For possums, 

however, relatively few animals were lost over the year’s radio tracking and these figures 

provide the first data on home ranges of possums in the eastern dry country typical of the 

South Island. 
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Fig. 10 Frequency distribution of dispersal distances of 35 radio-collared possums on 

Molesworth Station (calculated as the straight-line distance between the first and last 

locations for each animal), radio-collared from March 2005 to March 2006. 

 

Fig. 11 Frequency distribution of dispersal distances of 19 radio-collared ferrets on 

Molesworth Station (calculated as the straight-line distance between the first and last 

locations for each animal), radio-collared from March 2005 to March 2006. 

For ferrets, there appeared to be a sex bias in dispersal, with juvenile males generally having 

longer dispersal distances (median = 3480 m) than juvenile females (1250 m), although the 

longest dispersal distance (of over 19 km) was by a juvenile female ferret. For possums, there 

appeared to be little age or sex bias in dispersal patterns on Molesworth Station (median 

dispersal distances for adult females, juvenile females, adult males, and juvenile males were 

297.5, 510, 885, and 340 m respectively) although the longest recorded dispersal distance (of 

almost 5 km) was by a juvenile female also. 
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Survival 

Annual survival rates of possums on Molesworth Station were above 85% on both the Leader 

Dale and Yarra sites. In other words, on average, a possum has at least an 85% chance of 

surviving for one year on Molesworth Station. For ferrets, survival remained above 65% in 

the Leader Dale catchment for most of the year, but had declined to 15% after one year of 

radio tracking on the Yarra site. Sample sizes of ferrets were smaller, but on average, a ferret 

probably has about a 50% chance of survival for one year on Molesworth Station. For both 

species, annual survival was lower for juveniles than for adults (Figs 12 and 13). 

 

Fig. 12 Annual survival rates of radio-collared possums (by age and sex) on Molesworth 

Station from March 2005 to March 2006. 

 

Fig. 13 Annual survival rates of radio-collared ferrets (by age and sex) from March 2005 to 

March 2006. Too few data were available for adult males and they were censored from the 

sample after June 2005. 
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5.3 Tb prevalence: effects of possum, ferret, and pig control  

In total, 810 possums and 407 ferrets from these three non-treatment areas (and several other 

smaller areas where possums and ferrets were captured) were killed and necropsied 

(Appendix 14). Of these, 403 ferrets were cultured individually, and 450 possums were 

necropsied and cultured according to the protocols below and in Appendix 5. 

Prevalence and distribution of Tb in possums 

The following is a summary from Nugent & Whitford (2007). Of the 203 possums obtained 

from a wide-area survey in summer 2005, Tb was confirmed by culture in just three (1.5%; 

95% CI 0.3–4.3) of these. A smaller-scale survey covering the central south-eastern part of 

the station in spring 2005 found Tb in only 0.5% (0.0–2.9%, n = 1987; Nugent & Whitford 

2007). In two other surveys conducted at sites without previous evidence of Tb infection in 

possums (Bullens Hills, and Leaderdale and Yarra catchments), prevalence was also low (0–

1%). Only where surveys were focused at sites known or suspected to have recently had 

infected possums were high prevalences recorded (kill site surveys 2%; Lake McRae fur 

hunter sample 7.3%).  

Six of the 12 infected possums were killed at unknown locations in the Bullens Hills and 

Lake McRae surveys. The remaining six were killed at five different foci. The surveys 

conducted at these sites are considered likely to have killed the majority of possums, so it is 

likely that most infected foci contained only one or two infected possums and seldom more 

than four. In four instances, the foci were close to valley bottoms or creek beds in the 

Acheron or Dillon rivers, whilst the other was at mid-elevation in Half Moon Creek. 

The two foci detected during the main trapping survey in January 2005 both occurred on 10-

trap traplines with a TCI of 15%. A third was detected in the grid-site survey in spring 2005 

on a grid on which the number of possums killed was the second highest amongst the 21 

grids. The other two foci were detected in follow-up surveys for which no measure of relative 

abundance is available, but five and eight possums respectively were killed within 150 m of 

the Tb-positive possum. Although these data are scanty, they indicate that Tb was found only 

at sites at which the local home-range-scale density was above average. 

The 12 infected possums found in this study included one case that was identified by positive 

culture of a five-possum pool of inguinal and axillary lymph nodes. The other 11 were 

classed as adults in the field, and were mostly female (8F, 3M). Eleven had infection in 

inguinal or axillary lymph nodes, whereas culture-confirmed lung lesions occurred in only 

three. In two of the three cases of lung infection, the possum had larger peripheral lesions 

than lung lesions. 

Effect of ferret control on Tb in ferrets 

Of the 407 ferrets necropsied, only 1.7% were classed as having typical lesions and a further 

1.7% as having equivocal or suspicious lesions, and one third of the lesioned ferrets were Tb-

negative on culture. Despite that, 21.4% of the sample contained Tb-positive cultures, 

indicating that the majority of infection in ferrets was subclinical. 

The prevalence of Tb varied with age and sex. Males (26.8% prevalence) had a significantly 

higher prevalence than females (16.6% prevalence) (χ
2

1 = 6.08; P = 0.014). Tb prevalence in 

ferrets was strongly influenced by ferret age (χ
2

2 = 15.29; P = 0.0005), with juveniles 

averaging 3.2%, immature animals averaging 14.1%, and adults 27.0%. (Adults were classed 

as all ferrets >1 year old in this study; Nugent & Whitford (2007) found that of the few 

ferrets aged >2 years from tooth cementum, all but one were Tb-positive, giving a prevalence 

of 80% in the oldest age class in their study). 
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The prevalence of Tb in ferrets was higher (22.8%) on the ferret non-treatment areas (Lake 

McRae, Leader Dale, and Yarra catchments) compared with 16.4% on the ferret control area 

(Alma/Tarndale), but this difference was not statistically significant (χ
2

1 = 0.63, P = 0.43). A 

slight overall increase in the prevalence of Tb was observed on Molesworth Station during 

this study (from 20%, on average, in 2004 to 25% in 2006), but this trend was not significant 

when the age and sex of the ferrets was taken into account (χ
2

1 = 0.33; P = 0.56).  

We also could not detect any effect of ‘year’ (2004/05 or 2005/06) on the prevalence of Tb in 

ferrets (χ
2

1 = 0.90; P = 0.34) when this was substituted for the time trend analysis. There was 

therefore no evidence that the intensification of ferret control had substantially reduced Tb 

prevalence in ferrets over these two years. 

Pig-only control 

The possum control operation was not monitored, but we assume it reduced possum densities 

by at least 90%. In the pig control area, 93 pigs were removed over a 5-month period (1.4 

km
2
), reducing pig numbers by between half and three-quarters (Yockney & Nugent 2006). 

Of the 184 pigs necropsied, four were outside the experimental treatment areas. Most were 

female (59.8%), with Tb confirmed in 61% of males and 63% of females. A total of 54 were 

shot in 2005, 35 in 2005, and 95 in 2006. Overall, and independently in both sexes, Tb was 

highest in 2005, lowest in 2006, and intermediate in the first year. 

Only three pigs with no visible lesions and six with equivocal lesions were confirmed 

infected by culture. All the 105 other culture-confirmed Tb-positive pigs had typical lesions. 

Twenty-eight pigs classed as having typical lesions were initially culture negative. In all but 

four instances these pigs were not grossly infected, having only small soft yellow lesions < 3 

mm in diameter, usually in the head nodes. In 13 cases of the 28, another tissue was 

subsequently cultured with positive results in three, with those three having large lesions > 1 

cm in diameter. 

Most of the infection in pigs was confined to the submaxillary nodes, with relatively few 

cases of generalised Tb shown by the predominance of low lesion scores in Fig. 14. Only 

18% had lesions in the lungs or lung-associated lymph nodes. No pigs had suppurating 

lesions draining externally. One other pig had a 5-cm-diameter lesion under the jaw, and in 

another (the most heavily infected pig recorded) there were closed lesions on the lips and 

tongues and in many other sites throughout the body. These two, and a few others, could 

possibly have been shedding substantial amounts of infected material, but that seems unlikely 

for the majority given the typical small size and well-contained nature of the lesions. 
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Fig. 14 Distribution of mean lesion scores recorded for all infected pigs. The data are the 

averages across the four sets of lymph nodes (submaxillary, retropharyngeal, cervical, and 

parotid) that were inspected for almost every pig, based on the seven-class scoring system in 

Appendix 1). 

 

Before control in 2004, Tb prevalence varied between treatment areas (Table 3), being very 

high in the pig control areas (93%), lower in the Bullens hills (78%), and lowest in the no-

control zone (55%). This was loosely consistent with Tb prevalence in possums, which 

ranged from 7.3% (95% CI 2.0–17.6) in the August 2004 sample from Lake McRae, 1.0% 

(0.1–3.7) in the August 2004 sample from the Bullens Hills, and 0.5% in possums collected 

from the no-control area during the area-wide surveys (Nugent & Whitford 2007). 

In the possum-control-only area, and ignoring the four pigs shot in 2005, there was no effect 

of age on Tb prevalence (G
2
 = 5.12, P = 0.16), nor any effect of year on age, but the 

reduction in prevalence was highly significant (G
2
 = 17.98, P < 0.0001). The apparent annual 

incidence rate in pigs < 2.2 years old fell from 1.50 infectious encounters per year in August 

2004 to 0.09 infectious encounters per year in October 1996, a 94% reduction. In young pigs 

with less than one year of exposure, AAI fell 91% (1.83 to 0.17, with the three in 2004 being 

well inside the poisoned area whereas the two infected in 2006 were close (0.1 and 0.5 km) to 

unpoisoned areas on the south side of the Clarence River in the south of the station; i.e. the 

infection in young pigs in 2006 is more likely to have occurred outside the poisoned area. 

Lesion severity in the infected pigs also declined somewhat from a mean score of 18.3 in 

2004 to 13.3 in 2006. 

For the pig-control-only area, we again compared only the 2004 pre-control and 2006 post-

control samples, because the 2005 samples obviously spanned the control period. Prevalence 

did not vary with age (G
2
 = 2.62, P = 0.434) and there was no evidence of a change in age 

distribution as a result of pig removal (G
2
 = 0.48, P = 0.92). However, there was weak 

evidence of a decline in prevalence (G
2
 = 2.92, P = 0.087). In line with that, AAI in young 

pigs with less than one year of exposure fell 53% from 4.20 infectious encounters per annum 

in 2004 to 1.96 in 2006. There was no evidence, however, of a reduction in the severity of 

infection severity in Tb-positive pigs as the mean lesion score increased from 7.9 in 2004 to 

14.4 in 2006. 
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Table 3 Age-specific prevalence in pigs by sampling year in three experimental areas: (a) 

possum control only, in October 2004, (b) pig control only, through late 2005, and (c) no 

control other than the sampling for this study. 

Year 

Age 

class 

(years) 

Pig control Possum control No control 

n %Tb n %Tb n %Tb 

2004 0–1 9 100 4 50 10 60 

  1–2 2 100 1 100 5 80 

  2–3 3 100 1 100 1 0 

  3–4 4 75 3 100 4 25 

Total   18 94 9 78 20 55 

2005 0–1 12 92 2 0   

  1–2 11 100     

  2–3 9 89     

  3–4 5 100 2 100   

Total   37 95 4 50   

2006 0–1 10 70 16 12 16 25 

  1–2 4 100 9 0 9 89 

  2–3 5 60 3 0 8 75 

  3–4 6 83 3 33 2 0 

Total   25 76 31 10 35 51 

 

For the non-treatment area, where the initial prevalence in 2004 was lowest, Tb prevalence 

varied significantly with age (log linear analysis, G
2
 = 13.1, P = 0.0044) although with no 

clear trend. Tb prevalence did not change between 2004 and 2006 (G
2
 = 0.06, P = 0.81). The 

AAI in pigs < 2.2 years old fell 30% (from 1.01 to 0.70), while that in young pigs fell 64% 

(from 1.79 to 0.64). The mean lesion score also fell from 18.3 to 12.8. 

To summarise, the prevalence of Tb in pigs fell substantially (and significantly) in the area 

with possum control, and may have declined slightly from very high levels in the pig control 

area. However, the rate at which pigs were encountering Tb fell in all three areas, but with the 

biggest decline in the area with possum control. Pig control alone, therefore, had, at best, only 

a minor effect on Tb prevalence in pigs. 

The variation between areas in annual incidence in <2.2-year-old pigs between areas in 2004 

fits well with the spatial predictions of possum density on Molesworth Station (see below), 

which are predicted to be high and most contiguous in the pig control area south of Lake 

McRae (AAI in pigs 2.3), moderate but contiguous in the Bullens Hills (AAI in pigs 1.5), and 

generally low in the non-treatment area (AAI in pigs 1.0). 
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5.4 Host status of feral pigs 

Trial 1 

 Panhandle Pen: Five of the seven wild-caught pigs were confirmed infected with Tb 

when slaughtered. These were present for an average of 166 days, with one Tb-positive 

source pig present for the entire study period. Four pigs (presumed Tb-free) were born in this 

pen in September or October. There was therefore an average of 8.2 pigs present in this pen 

at any one time, and with an average prevalence of 40%. 

The four domestic sentinels were killed after 68–154 days (total 500 days), much earlier than 

scheduled because they had grown to such a size that they were excluding the smaller wild 

pigs from the feeders. None of these were infected when killed. The four pigs born in the pen 

were present for 61–91 days (total 304 days). All four were Tb-negative on slaughter. There 

was therefore a zero incidence of infection in sentinels over a total of 2.2 years of exposure to 

an average prevalence of 40%. 

 Tytler Pen: Three of the eight wild-caught pigs were confirmed infected with Tb when 

slaughtered. These three were present for average of 167 days, with one Tb-positive source 

pig present for the entire study period. Six pigs were born in this pen in September or 

October. There was therefore an average of 8.5 pigs present in this pen at any one time, and 

with an average prevalence of 32%. 

The four domestic sentinels were killed after for 68–154 days (total 501 days). None were 

infected. The six pigs born in the pen were present for 29 days (total 173 days). All six were 

Tb-negative on slaughter. There was therefore a zero incidence of infection in these 10 

sentinels over a total of 1.8 years of exposure to an average prevalence of 32%. 

For both pens combined, therefore, there was no new infection from 4.0 years of sentinel 

exposure (i.e. AAI = 0.0). For the 15 source pigs, average age at death was 1.4 years, and the 

culture-confirmed prevalence was 42% indicating an AAI = 0.40 cases of new infection per 

year. Subtracting the time spent in captivity would double this figure. 

 Free-ranging pigs: Only four of the eight domestic pigs released to the wild were 

recovered after an average of 220 days. No infection was detected in these four. Two of them 

had remained close to one of the pens (where possum numbers were being held near zero), 

and had been provided with supplemental feed when their thin appearance compared with 

those in the pens made it clear that they were struggling to find enough food in the wild. 

Two of the seven wild littermates and one of two pen-born pigs released to (and later 

recovered from) the wild were found to be infected (33%; n = 9). These nine pigs had 

averaged 0.55 years in the wild when killed, indicating an AAI of 0.80 cases of new infection 

per year of exposure. 

Trial 2 

 Panhandle Pen: All eight of the source pigs had typical lesions in the submaxilliary 

nodes at slaughter, and seven (87.5%) were confirmed by culture. It is likely that the typical 

lesions not confirmed by culture were tuberculous in origin, as we have found that reculturing 

of such culture-negative lesions often does identify Tb presence (Nugent & Whitford 2006). 

One pig also had culture-positive lesions in the lung-associated lymph nodes. Seven pigs 

were born in this pen during the trial. No infection was found in any of the 12 sentinels, 

despite exposure to infected pigs for a total of 5 years (AAI = 0.0). 

 Tytler Pen: All 10 source pigs in this pen had lesions in the submaxillary node, and all 

were confirmed infected by culture. Three also had culture-positive lesions in the lung and/or 

lung-associated lymph nodes. Adding eight pigs born in the pen in late March, a total of 13 
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sentinels were present. They were exposed to infected pigs for a total of 6.7 years. No 

infection was found in any of the pen-born sentinels, but one of the five imported sentinels 

had become infected (AAI = 0.15). 

The infected sentinel was a 1.3-year-old male that was present for the whole trial period and 

was the last pig necropsied on the last day of the trial. Despite its youth, it was the second 

largest wild pig in the study (88 kg), almost twice the average size of the source pigs (mean = 

43.8 kg, range 25–80 kg). It was socially dominant and aggressive, displacing other pigs from 

food sources. The infection was a single small lesion in the submaxillary lymph node. 

For both pens combined, AAI for the sentinels was therefore 0.08. For the 18 source pigs, 

average age at death was 16.6 months, and the culture-confirmed prevalence was 89%, 

indicating a lifetime AAI of 2.18 infectious encounters per year of exposure. 

 Free-ranging pigs: Eight radio-collared sentinels (six imported, two pen-born) that 

were released to the wild were successfully recovered. Six were infected (five imported and 

one of the pen born). For the imported sentinels released, the 83% prevalence in the six 

released was significantly higher than the 10% for the 10 kept in the pens (Fisher’s exact test, 

P = 0.005). The AAI for all eight released sentinels was 1.59 infectious encounters per year 

of exposure after release. 

 Summary: For each of the four pen trials, Tb-free sentinels became infected at the rate 

of 0, 0, 0, and 0.15 cases per year when exposed to an artificially high density (100–300/km
2
) 

of infected pigs. The density of infected source pigs in the wild was of the order of only 2–

3/km
2
 (Nugent & Whitford 2007), almost two orders of magnitude lower than in the pens. 

Despite that, wild-type pigs released to the wild became infected a the rate of 0.80 and 2.18 

cases per year in the first and second trials respectively, similar to the range of rates 

calculated in Section 5.3 for wild pigs in the same area. 

5.5 Identifying priority areas for vector control 

Correlation between predicted and observed TCI values: DIGITAL model 

There was a reasonably high level of correlation between predicted and observed TCI values, 

with a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.59 (95% CI 0.480.68, P < 0.001). However, the 

DIGITAL model explained only a moderate amount of the observed variability in possum 

abundance (R
2
 = 0.30). Although the model generally overpredicted the number of possums 

for low observed possum numbers and underpredicted when higher numbers of possums were 

captured in a given area (Fig. 15), its performance at a cut-off TCI ≥ 0.03, equivalent to one 

or more possums per line, showed reasonably good sensitivity (82%) and specificity (85%) 

(Fig. 16). The model also performed reasonably well at a cut-off TCI of ≥ 0.09 with a 

sensitivity of 73% and specificity of 70%. Predictive performance as measured by TSS (True 

Skill Statistics) was lowest for TCI values from 0.04 to 0.09 (Fig. 17). TSS was ‘good’ for 

TCI values > 0.09 due to high specificity, even though sensitivity was relatively low at these 

TCI values. 

Correlation between predicted and observed TCI values: DIGITALFIELD model 

The DIGITALFIELD model had greater predictive accuracy, showing a Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient of 0.70 (95% CI: 0.610.77) compared with 0.59 for the DIGITAL model. The 

model also explained a higher proportion of the variability in line-level TCI with an R
2
 = 0.35 

compared with 0.30 for the DIGITAL model. While this model performed slightly worse than 

the DIGITAL model at a TCI of 0.03 and similarly through TCI values of 0.04 to 0.10, it 

performed considerably better at higher TCI values given a much higher sensitivity while 

maintaining high specificity (Fig. 17). 
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Fig. 15 Summary plot comparing the line-level predicted number of possums from (a) the 

DIGITAL model and (b) the DIGITALFIELD model with observed values. The diagonal 

dashed line represents perfect prediction. The diagonal solid line represents the average trend 

of the predicted number of possums per line. 
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Fig. 16 Line plots showing the sensitivity and specificity of (a) the DIGITAL and (b) 

DIGITALFIELD model predictions vs observed TCI values for a series of cut-off values at 

1% TCI increments. 
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Fig. 17 Line plot showing the TSS value for agreement between predicted and observed 

values for both DIGITAL (black) and DIGITALFIELD (red) models. Values were computed 

for a series of cut-off values at 1% TCI increments. 

 

Predicted TCI as a function of HVF for the DIGITAL model is shown in Fig. 18 as the 

additional TCI associated with each 100-m increase in height above valley floor. Seventy 

percent of the possum population was predicted to be located at heights less than 362 m HVF, 

and 90% of the population below 530 m. 

Predicted TCI across Molesworth Station 

Both Poisson regression models predicting possum abundance (as trap catch) across 

Molesworth Station showed good predictive performance, indicating that digital habitat and 

topographic factors can be useful for predicting possum abundance in the NSIHC. One model 

was derived entirely from digital environmental data, enabling the model to be used to predict 

possum distribution using electronic data available for the wider Northern South Island High 

Country (NSIHC). The second model included digital and field-collected environmental 

variables from Molesworth Station. The advantage of this second model is that, because it 

includes localised environmental (field) data that are not captured within remotely sensed 

digital land cover data, it helps to identify which types of additional fine-scale environmental 

data should be collected in order to enhance the predicted possum distribution. 

In order to generalise the predictive ability of the model beyond Molesworth Station, we 

arbitrarily chose an area of NSIHC of approximately 380 000 ha and predicted possum TCIs 

for the entire area in classes of 0–0.01, 0.01–0.02, 0.02–0.05, 0.05–0.10, 0.10–0.20, and 

0.20. The area (ha) covered by each category of predicted possum abundance and the 

percentage of the total area covered by each category are shown in Table 4. Approximately 

57.8% of the wider NSIHC area that includes Molesworth was predicted as supporting a TCI 

of possum abundance less than 5%, with 11% less than 2% TCI. The remaining 42.2% was 

predicted as supporting a TCI ranging from 5% to 30%. Only 13% of the total area had > 

10% trap catch. 
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Fig. 18 Line plot showing (a) the cumulative proportion of possum captures as a function of 

height above valley floor, and (b) the predicted residual trap-catch index as a function of the 

height above valley floor for the DIGITAL model. Dashed lines represent HVF of 50%, 70% 

and 90% of the predicted possum population. 

 

Table 4 Area (ha) and percent of the extended study area of the NSIHC (approximately 

380 000 ha) covered by six categories of predicted line-level possum trap-catch index (TCI) 

TCI % of total area Area (ha) 

0–0.01 5.1 19 207 

0.01–0.02 5.9 22 156 

0.02–0.05 46.9 177 650 

0.05–0.10 29.1 110 220 

0.10–0.20 11.8 44 583 

 0.20 1.2 4862 

 

The DIGITAL model was used within a GIS to produce a map of predicted possum 

abundance, represented by TCI, across the NSIHC landscape. This was achieved by 

aggregating the significant environmental variables (mean height above valley floor, presence 

of EcoSat C, % cover of EcoSat I, presence of EcoSat 11, presence of LENZ 130, and mean 

annual temperature) within a 9 × 9 window of 15-m cells and exponentiating the DIGITAL 

regression model to generate a predicted TCI for the central cell of the window. By using a 

window of 1.8 ha the scale of aggregation of environmental data for prediction was similar to 

that used for model development (at 1.4 ha), thus the predictive accuracy of the GIS model 

output is likely to be similar to that of the DIGITAL regression model. The model (Fig. 19) 
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predicted higher abundances of possums (as operational TCI values) in central and south-

eastern areas of Molesworth Station, which coincides with higher prevalences observed in 

pigs and possums on the station (Nugent & Whitford 2007). 

 

Fig. 19 Predicted distribution of possum trap catch index (TCI) within 15  15 m pixels in the 

NSIHC, including Molesworth Station (black outline). 
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6. Conclusions 

6.1 Seasonal movements, survival and home ranges of possums and ferrets in the 

Northern South Island High Country 

Although we only recorded daytime (den) locations of both possums and ferrets, the fixes 

were taken far enough apart in time that we consider them to be representative of any 

potential seasonal changes in home range for both species. For ferrets, both the home range 

and dispersal distances recorded are likely to be underestimates, because we lost 15 animals 

from the study. As mentioned above, however, these movements are typical of ferret 

movement patterns observed elsewhere. 

Based on our observations, therefore, seasonal movements and/or home range shifts of 

possums are unlikely to compromise a strategy that targets ‘high risk’ areas of higher-density 

possums and/or particular habitat types. During all four seasons, possums remained relatively 

sedentary, with home ranges only slightly larger than those in typical forest habitats in New 

Zealand (Cowan & Clout 2000). Indeed, many of the radio-collared possums were regularly 

located in almost exactly the same location as the previous month’s tracking. The hypothesis 

that large-scale altitudinal movements of possums might undermine targeted control by 

shifting from high altitude in summer to low altitudes in winter was not supported. 

Ferrets ranged more widely, and utilised river valleys for their movements, creating more 

potential for them to transport Tb between controlled and uncontrolled habitats. The observed 

movements of radio-collared ferrets at Molesworth were typical of other observations of 

ferret movement patterns in the South Island High Country (Caley & Morriss 2001; Byrom 

2002, 2004), and based on our knowledge of both movements and Tb prevalence in ferrets in 

the NSIHC, we discuss potential ferret control strategies in Section 6.5. 

 

6.2 Tb prevalence: effects of possum, ferret-only, and pig control  

Possum control 

The overall prevalence of Tb in possums on Molesworth Station was low (c. 1%), and it 

appears to occur mainly as foci of a few infected animals (Nugent & Whitford 2007). 

Although we found too few infected possums to reliably map the distribution of infection in 

possums, it was clear from our combined results that infected possums are confined very 

largely to the south and east of the station. This is the part of the station where cattle most 

regularly become infected (J. Ward, pers. comm.) and where the prevalence of Tb in ferrets is 

highest. Our pen trials (Section 6.3) indicate that transmission between pigs accounts for very 

little or none of the high levels of infection in the pigs in that area, and ferrets seem too rare 

in that area, and too unlikely to be scavenged by pigs (Yockney & Nugent 2003; Byrom 

2004) to contribute significantly either, so by default we conclude that most of the infection 

in pigs results from their scavenging of possums. If so, the universally high levels of infection 

in pigs indicate that Tb-infected possums occur through most of the southern and eastern 

parts of the station. 
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Aerial 1080 poisoning reduced Tb prevalence and incidence in pigs substantially compared 

with adjacent areas with no possum or pig control (Table 3). The strong implication is that 

this was a result of a massive reduction in the prevalence of Tb in possums. Only three 

infected pigs were found in the Bullens Hills 2 years after poisoning, one of them a >3.5-

year-old adult that is highly likely to have been infected before the poison operation, while 

the other two were quite likely to have been infected outside the poisoned area as they were 

within a few hundred metres of the area boundary. It is therefore possible that pigs born after 

possum control and entirely resident within the poisoned area were all Tb-free, suggesting the 

possibility that a single poisoning had eliminated Tb from possums. Regardless of that 

possibility, the 94% reduction in the apparent annual incidence in pigs suggests at least an 

equivalent reduction in the prevalence in possums. 

Ferret-only control 

Observed prevalences of Tb in ferrets on Molesworth Station are similar to those recorded for 

ferrets elsewhere in New Zealand (Ragg et al. 2000; Byrom 2004; Caley & Hone 2004, 

2005). In addition, the fact that male ferrets had higher prevalences than females, and adult 

ferrets had higher prevalences than juvenile or immature ferrets, has also been observed in 

numerous previous studies (summarised in Clapperton & Byrom 2005). 

There was no evidence that the moderate intensification of ferret control in the 

Alma/Tarndale area had any substantial effect on the prevalence in ferrets there, as Tb 

prevalence in ferrets did not decline during the period of our study. Furthermore, the overall 

observed prevalences in our study (21.4% during 2004–2006) were little different from those 

recorded from a wide-area survey of the station by Marlborough District Council staff in 

2002 (24%), so it appears that prevalence of the disease in ferrets has remained largely 

unchanged despite several years of ferret control. 

There was weak evidence that Tb prevalence was lower in ferrets from the Alma/Tarndale 

area (20.3%) than in the lower Acheron (36.4%) and near Lake McRae (27.8%), but the 

prevalence in Awatere catchment (where ferret control was not intensified) was lower still 

(10.4%). An equally plausible explanation is that the modest (and not strongly significant) 

difference in prevalence between areas simply reflected the distance from an infection source 

in possums and pigs. 

Because young ferrets had lower prevalences of Tb than adults in this study, it is likely that 

ferret control efforts on Molesworth Station have an apparent effect on prevalence by keeping 

the population ‘young’. Certainly ferret control will reduce the number of infected ferrets 

capable of infecting cattle (and other species) so may have some effect on reactor rates 

(Caley et al. 1998). Overall, however, nothing in our results suggests that targeting ferrets 

alone will have a major effect on Tb in ferrets. Their propensity to scavenge infected 

carcasses of pigs, possums and other ferrets (Ragg et al. 2000; Yockney & Nugent 2003; 

Byrom 2004) means they will continue to become infected wherever pigs and possums are 

infected. In the NSIHC, ferret control would best be targeted at areas where possums are 

being controlled, to maximise the reduction in the total all-species reservoir of Tb. 

Pig-only control 

The prevalence of Tb in pigs on Molesworth Station was very high, especially in the south-

eastern corner south of Lake McRae where 95% of pigs were infected in the first two years of 

this study. Despite the high levels of infection most pigs did not have advanced generalised 

infection. The 10–20% of pigs in which infection had progressed did not appear on average to 

be in noticeably worse condition than the less heavily infected pigs. Even the worst cases 

were not emaciated even though some were more massively infected than any pig the 

necropsy team had encountered previously elsewhere in New Zealand. Thus while it seems 
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certain that such heavy infection must shorten the lifespan of the few pigs so affected, it 

seems likely that for the majority of pigs Tb has a minor effect on lifespan. The best 

indication of that is that even though most if not all pigs in the pig control areas in 2004 and 

2005 were infected before reaching one year of age, at least half the population was older 

than that.  

There was weak evidence that prevalence in the pig-control area declined after pig control 

was intensified, whereas there was little evidence of a change in prevalence in the adjacent 

areas with no control. However, the AAI in young pigs declined by similar amounts in both 

areas, suggesting that at least some of decline was simply annual variation. 

If pig control did result in a small decline in prevalence, the pen trial results (Sections 5.4 and 

6.4) indicate that it is unlikely to have been caused by a reduction in the frequency of pig-to-

pig transmission because when transmission did occur in a pen, the observed AAI was only 

0.15 cases per year of pig exposure. Even complete elimination of such transmission is 

therefore unlikely to have had a discernible effect in this study on the AAI of 4.20 recorded 

for young pigs in 2004, let alone reduced it by the 53% we recorded. Alternative explanations 

for a decline in prevalence is pigs are (a) that by reducing pig density, pig control reduced 

competition for food resulting in a reduction in group size and foraging movements and 

therefore a reduction in the likelihood of any one pig finding and feeding on a possum 

carcass; and/or (b) that reduced pig density reduced the potential spillback of Tb from pigs to 

possums and therefore the overall level of Tb in possums, as suggested by Nugent & 

Whitford (2007). 

The latter possibility is important because prevention of such spillback could provide a 

justification for pig control. Given that 70% of pigs under one year old became infected after 

pig control, pig control alone would not quickly reduce the total reservoir of Tb. It is also 

possible that it might increase rather than decrease the rate of transmission from possums to 

cattle if a proportion of cattle become infected by licking Tb-positive possum carcasses, 

because more such carcasses would be left uneaten for longer by the reduced number of pigs. 

If conducted after possum control, however, pig control may be important in preventing rapid 

widespread re-establishment of Tb in the recovering possum population through spillback. 

For Molesworth Station, this would be most important if possums in adjacent areas remained 

infected, as wide-ranging pigs could become infected in those areas and then transport the 

infection onto Molesworth Station. 

 

6.3 Host status of feral pigs 

There was one confirmed case of Tb transmission within the pens, to just one of 18 imported 

sentinels. There was no evidence of transmission to any of the 25 pen-born pigs that remained 

in captivity. Total sentinel exposure time in the pens was 17 years, indicating an AAI of 0.06 

infectious encounters per pig per year. 

Infected pigs were present for a cumulative total of seven pig years, so there were only 0.14 

Tb transmission events per infected pig per year. The average age of a hunted sample of pigs 

from Molesworth Station was 1.7 years, indicating 0.25 pig-to-pig transmission events would 

have occurred in a period equivalent to a wild-pig lifetime. Assuming this is equivalent to R0, 

the basic reproductive rate of disease, the value is too low for this mechanism to be able to 

sustain Tb even under the conditions that prevailed within the pens.  

We therefore believe that it is even less likely in the wild, where the density of pigs was far 

lower. This observation fits with observations from New Zealand and internationally (Corner 
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et al. 1981; Lugton 1997; McInerny et al. 1995; McIlroy 2001; Nugent et al 2003a,b). In the 

pens, the effective density of infected source pigs was always at least equivalent to 100 

pigs/km
2
 and often 2–3 times greater than that. In contrast, removal of 93 pigs from a 68-km

2
 

area in one of the most pig-prone parts of Molesworth Station appeared to reduce pig density 

there by more than 50% (Yockney & Nugent 2006), indicating a density of only 2–3 

pigs/km
2
. In addition, the use of a single feeder in each pen seems certain to have greatly 

increased the rate of close interaction between infected and uninfected pigs. Finally, the one 

instance of confirmed transmission within the pens occurred when all of the infected source 

pigs in the particular pen were heavily infected and three of them had lung or lung-associated 

lesions, so the infectivity of these pigs is likely to have been higher than for a more 

representative cross section of infected wild pigs. We therefore conclude that intraspecies 

transmission accounts for very little of the high levels of infection seen in the Molesworth pig 

population. 

 

6.4 Identifying priority areas for vector control 

Environmental predictors of possum abundance 

Possum abundance decreased more strongly with increasing ‘height above valley floor’ 

(HVF), than with any other variable (Table 1). We emphasise that this variable is not 

‘altitude’ per se, but rather is likely to be a surrogate for micoclimatic factors that determine 

the presence of suitable possum habitat throughout the NSIHC. The relationship with HVF 

was not a simple linear one, with highest relative abundance being on average 200–400 m 

above valley floor. 

Field observations suggest that scrub and potential possum denning habitat and food sources 

are located in this 200–400-m area compared with both the valley floor and higher regions. 

Many valley floors are covered only with grass and tussock (most likely due to a frost 

inversion layer), while the lower slopes are more likely to be covered with scrub species such 

as matagouri and briar. The higher slopes tend also to have less scrub cover and are more 

likely to be covered with shingle and tussock or flat weeds, providing less suitable year-round 

habitat for possums. Note also that there is some bias away from valley floors: possums with 

a range centre close to a valley floor can be caught there or upslope, whereas mid-slope 

possums can be captured both upslope and downslope. The lower slopes, between 

approximately 200 and 400 m above the valley floor, are therefore the highest priority areas 

for control. The effect of HVF controlling for other variables in the DIGITAL model showed 

that 90% of the possum population is predicted to occur below 530 m HVF (Fig. 18). 

Related to this, the significant association between mean annual temperature and possum 

abundance (Table 1) also reveals a strong effect of elevation gradients on possum abundance. 

For example, there was a negative effect of cooler temperatures at higher elevations, which 

are commonly covered with snow in winter. A 3% increase in the risk of capturing a possum 

was associated with every one-degree increase in temperature. This effect was consistent for 

both the DIGITAL and DIGITALFIELD models, which suggests an effect independent of the 

field-collected habitat variables.  

The most significant habitat variable associated with possum abundance in the DIGITAL 

model was EcoSat cluster C. This cluster included EcoSat classes 3, 6, 7 and 9 (Appendix 

11). A high percentage (66–86%) of these four EcoSat C classes was classified as indigenous 

forest in the LCDB2 data, with a lesser percentage classified as pine (3–8%). The presence of 

EcoSat C on a line was associated with a 43% increase in the risk of catching a possum 

compared with absence of the class. Interestingly the simple presence of the predictor EcoSat 
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C explained 2.54 times more deviance than the same predictor taken as the proportion of land 

cover on a line. The interpretation is that gullies containing indigenous forest (and to a lesser 

extent, pine trees), despite being relatively small in extent across the NSIHC, are high-risk 

areas that harbour possums, and should be targeted preferentially when planning operational 

control. 

EcoSat I was the other significant habitat variable in the DIGITAL model (Table 1). This 

cluster included EcoSat classes 11, 20 and 22. A relatively high percentage (18–35%) of 

these three EcoSat classes was classified as grassland classes in LCDB2, including highly 

productive exotic grasslands, low producing grasslands and tall tussock (Appendix 12). Both 

percent cover of EcoSat I and the presence/absence of EcoSat class 11 were significant. Even 

though EcoSat class 11 was included in the EcoSat I cluster, these two variables were not 

significantly correlated, which suggests that they had independent effects on possum 

abundance. While the majority of EcoSat class 11 cells were classified as LCDB2 grassland 

classes, a smaller amount were classified as indigenous forest (3.7%), subalpine shrubland 

(3.1%), manuka/kanuka (2.9%) and gorse and broom (2.3%), whereas the other two EcoSat 

classes 20 and 22 rarely included these (Appendix 12). Given that the association between 

LCDB2 and EcoSat classes is calculated from data captured across the entire South Island, 

we do not know what the predominant LCDB2 classifications for these EcoSat classes were 

on Molesworth Station alone. However, it is most likely that the significance of EcoSat I and 

EcoSat 11 was associated with the presence of tree and/or shrub species. In addition to being 

a significant predictor of possum abundance the inclusion of percent cover of EcoSat I as a 

continuous variable had the advantage of producing a smoother result in the risk map. 

Significant field variables in the DIGITALFIELD model that included digital and field-

collected environmental data were: greater than 25% bare ground (exposed soil), presence of 

pine, and percent cover of briar (Table 1). The positive association between TCI and a large 

amount of bare ground in the habitat around the trap location is somewhat counterintuitive 

because it was expected that an increased percentage of bare ground would reduce the 

availability of food and suitable den sites for possums. However, field observations indicate 

that bare ground frequently occurred around patches of shrubland such as matagouri and 

briar. Given the linear nature of traplines, some lines may have been located close to but not 

inclusive of shrub patches, instead capturing possums on the bare ground surrounding the 

patches. Consequently, this association may indirectly be measuring an association between 

TCI and the presence of matagouri or other shrub species rather than a direct effect of bare 

ground. In addition, the white backing boards used for possum trapping may well have been 

highly visible at night in bare-ground locations. 

Interestingly, EcoSat cluster I (grasslands) and EcoSat class 11 (highly productive exotic 

grasslands) became non-significant when the field-collected classes ‘percent briar’, ‘greater 

than 25% bare ground’ and ‘presence of pine’ were included in the model. This (somewhat 

counterintuitively) suggests that the effects of the EcoSat I classes were represented by these 

habitat factors; again, this may be driven by the occurrence of possums in adjacent habitats or 

by the visibility of the backing boards. Furthermore, EcoSat C (indigenous and pine forests) 

became even more significant in the DIGITALFIELD model with a higher relative risk once 

field-collected data were included. In other words, our field validations confirmed the 

prediction that high numbers of possums should be captured in forested areas. 

The presence of LENZ class 130 had a negative effect on possum abundance in the DIGITAL 

model. Bearing in mind that LENZ classes represent broad ecological classifications 

calculated across New Zealand (and are not derived from relatively localised areas such as 

Molesworth Station alone), LENZ 130 can broadly be described as a cool environment with 
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high solar radiation and low water deficits, generally localised in foothills in inland valleys 

(Leathwick et al. 2003). It is not clear what particular environmental factors this variable was 

representing. However, given its lack of significance in the DIGITALFIELD model it may 

have represented an effect associated with one or more of the field-collected habitat 

variables: briar, pine, and/or bare ground. We discuss the performance and limitations of the 

models in Appendix 15. 

The predicted TCI output of the GIS model was divided into six categories that relate to 

conventional RTCI levels used as targets for possum control operations across New Zealand 

(Table 4). The modified TCI used in this study is not the same as the standard RTC index 

measured using the NPCA (2005) monitoring protocols, as possum capture involved 2 nights 

of trapping, tagging and release and a further 2 nights of cyanide poisoning. No possums 

released on the first night were retrapped, so tagging and release of possums did not affect the 

second-night trapping index. Because inclusion of the possums killed with cyanide increased 

the number of possums available for characterising habitat use, we arbritrarily assumed that 

the captures from the 2 nights of cyanide poisoning were equivalent to one further night’s 

trapping, but did not include possums poisoned between the traplines. This produced a 3rd-

night TCI equivalent of 6.2%, cf 9.4% for the first two nights of trapping (perhaps because 

possums killed by cyanide between the lines were not available to be killed on the lines).  

Data from elsewhere (Warburton and Nugent, unpublished) show that the third night of 

trapping usually captures similar numbers of possums (and produces equivalent TCI 

estimates) to the first two nights, so the combined trap-and-poison TCI that we used in this 

project probably underestimates the true TCI. 

Offsetting that, however, the TCI recorded on Molesworth Station appears to be higher than 

that recorded for equivalent possum densities in forests, as the possum density predicted from 

TCI using a conversion factor derived from forested areas was substantially higher than the 

density of possums killed in intensive kill-out of one of the foci of Tb infection in possums 

(Nugent & Whitford 2007). It is likely that this reflects the much greater visibility of traps 

(and their backing boards) in the often very open habitats on Molesworth Station – trap catch 

was high for trap sites located on bare ground, for example, even though there usually 

seemed to be no resources at such sites that would be useful to possums. We were unable to 

assess the relationship between possum TCI and density as originally planned because it is 

now clear from a recent study that trapping induces a short-term avoidance of traps (and 

presumably also poison baits) that lasts for >4 days (Morgan et al. 2006). This shyness would 

massively bias any density estimate. 

 

6.5 Overall conclusions 

We were able to find sufficiently strong associations between TCI and habitat factors to 

predict possum abundance on Molesworth Station and for the NSIHC generally. Given the 

random distribution of transect lines across the landscape, and the high predictive 

performance of the model when compared with the observed data, we believe that the model 

accurately represents real associations between possum abundance and environmental factors 

in the NSIHC. This GIS-based ‘risk map’ should also provide a model for refining vector 

management in other areas of New Zealand by identifying areas where partial control may be 

sufficient to eliminate Tb. 

Despite having the lowest overall prevalence of any of the main hosts sampled, possums are 

still the main reservoir of Tb on Molesworth Station. Possum control alone provided the 

greatest reduction in Tb in sentinel species, compared with the (largely indirect) benefits of 
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targeting pig or ferret populations individually. Control of possums is therefore paramount in 

reducing Tb levels in Molesworth wildlife. 

Pig-to-pig transmission may occur occasionally on Molesworth Station but not at a level able 

to independently sustain the disease in pigs without ongoing spillover from possums. 

Patches of habitat likely to have average and above-average possum densities (based on 

height above valley floor, presence of briar, presence of bare ground, mean annual 

temperature, and various digital land cover classes including grassland and forest cover 

classes) occurred most commonly and continuously in southern and eastern areas of the 

station. The highest prevalence of Tb in pigs occurs in the south-eastern area with highest 

predicted abundance of possums, adding an epidemiological validation to the predictions. 

These areas should be targeted first when planning control operations in order to rapidly and 

cost-effectively reduce the risk of Tb transmission from wildlife vectors to cattle across much 

of the NSIHC. 

Our data on dispersal patterns and seasonal movements of possums suggest that such 

movements are unlikely to compromise any large-scale control efforts through reinvasion or 

transport of Tb in the landscape. Ferret movements are more likely to provide some low level 

of risk in spreading the disease from catchment to catchment, but the risk of ferrets 

transmitting Tb to free-ranging cattle on Molesworth Station is probably minimal simply 

because Tb transmission to cattle does not appear to occur frequently in the western parts of 

the station or at all on St James Station to the west even though Tb ferrets occur there. 

Implications for possum control and management 

It is likely that the target density to which possums need to be reduced to control Tb varies as 

a function of the initial density of the population (Ramsey & Efford 2005), and this probably 

applies to the NSIHC also. On the basis of animal-based stochastic simulation, Ramsey & 

Efford (2005) recommended that areas with an initial TCI of ≥15% be controlled down to 2% 

residual trap-catch index (RTCI) and areas with an initial possum abundance lower than 15% 

TCI be controlled down to 5%. The mean modified TCI on Molesworth Station was 8%, 

indicating a relatively low possum density on average. However, 17% of transects had a 

mean TCI >15% and a further 16% of transects had a proportion of lines with TCI >15% 

indicating high-density patches within the study area (Nugent & Whitford 2007). 

Currently, the AHB’s primary aim is to reduce the number of infected herds in the NSIHC, 

which is seen as one of the more difficult tasks standing in the way of achieving the 0.2% 

period prevalence for the Canterbury and Marlborough regions. On the basis of this study, 

managers could reliably exclude 11% of the area of the NSIHC from possum control, because 

possum abundance is too low to present any risk of maintaining Tb. 

For the remainder of the area, there are a range of possible scenarios depending on the 

ultimate goals of management (e.g. cost-efficient reduction in reactor numbers, or complete 

elimination of infection risk for the herd) and the amount of funding available. At one 

extreme, control of the 13% of the entire region with the highest possum densities should 

have the greatest impact on reactor rates for lowest cost, but is unlikely to eliminate ongoing 

recurrence of infection in cattle. At the other extreme, 87% of the area could be controlled 

along with pigs and ferrets to rapidly eliminate Tb, but the cost is likely to be unaffordably 

high. Although very little Tb was found in possums, Nugent & Whitford (2007) consider that 

Tb occurs on Molesworth mainly where possum densities are above average. 

We therefore predict that control of possums on less than half the area should have a good 

chance of eliminating Tb. The accuracy of this prediction needs to be tested operationally in 

an adaptive management context, perhaps applying control in three areas to 30, 50, and 70% 
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of the respective area according to possum risk, and then using pig and ferret control and 

necropsy as surveillance (Nugent 2001; Nugent et al. 2002) both to monitor the impact on Tb 

persistence and to reduce the risk of spillback to possums from pigs, and the smaller risk of 

secondary spillover from pigs and ferrets to cattle. 

In summary, we believe that the insight from this project should enable managers to reduce 

reactor rates on Molesworth and on similarly infected NSIHC properties more rapidly and at 

substantial lower cost than currently. Given the generally low density of possums and the 

patchiness of the high-possum-density patches, we consider it is feasible to consider one-hit 

elimination of Tb from wildlife provided possum control is applied at a large enough scale 

and supported by pig and possibly also ferret control to prevent re-establishment of infection. 

The presence of pigs as a highly sensitive sentinel of Tb presence in possums provides a 

surveillance tool that can be used to quickly identify and reliably mop up any patches of 

persistent Tb. 

More generally, Molesworth is a large high-country property with herd breakdown problems 

typical of the NSIHC. Our research has provided new understanding of the role of pigs, 

possums and ferrets generally in sustaining Tb in key areas (and at a landscape scale) 

throughout the NSIHC, and strengthened the scientific basis on which the AHB can base its 

vector control strategies and funding decisions. 
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7. Recommendations 

The multiplicity of potential control scenarios for Molesworth Station (and surrounding 

similar areas) precludes specific recommendations in that regard. However, we recommend 

that where possum control is applied to only part of an area the priorities for inclusion in the 

subset of habitats targeted should be based on our predictions of relative possum abundance. 

A 3-D map of predicted TCI on Molesworth Station is available electronically. It displays 

predicted possum abundance viewed in the context of the mountainous terrain of 

Molesworth. This enables users of the data to easily orient themselves on the map and to plan 

operational procedures using terrain data. We suggest that interactive workshops involving 

researchers and managers be convened to plan, model, cost, and compare the likely cost-

effectiveness of a range of possible control scenarios. Regardless of whether that is done, 

managers need to keep in mind that the models we present in this report most usefully apply 

to areas of higher TCI (because in those areas the models had the highest sensitivity and 

lower specificity). The models of predicted possum TCI across the NSIHC cannot reliably be 

used to identify or predict fine-scale changes in possum abundance as measured by TCI. 

The models of predicted possum abundance are likely to be useful operational tools in 

environments broadly similar to those on Molesworth Station, most notably the NSIHC as a 

whole and possibly other dryland areas of New Zealand such as Central Otago). Any 

extrapolation beyond Molesworth would require some field validation of the predictions, 

particularly where the habitat types and predictor variables are outside the range recorded on 

Molesworth. In broad terms, we consider that this approach should be adopted more widely 

to enable greater use of the strategy of partial control and the potential for major cost savings 

inherent in that strategy. 

If reduction (but not elimination) in the number of cattle reactors is adopted as the short-term 

goal of possum control, we consider it likely that only areas with predicted possum TCI 

>10% need to be targeted, but that as a check on that prediction the impact of possum control 

on incidence rates in pigs and ferrets should be closely monitored. 

If elimination of Tb is adopted as the goal of possum control, we conservatively recommend 

targeting all areas with predicted possum TCI > 5%, and, further, that possum control be 

followed by pig (and in some cases ferret) control both to reduce any risk posed by the 

reservoir of infection in those species and to identify areas where Tb has persisted in 

possums. Removal of pig carcasses, in particular, for necropsy would also help further reduce 

any spillback risk. It is also important that possum control be applied to buffers that are at 

least two pig home range diameters wide, so that Tb elimination is not undermined by 

reintroduction of Tb by immigrant pigs. 

On Molesworth Station, consideration should be given to redesigning the Tb-testing 

programme for cattle, to maximise the specificity of any test outcome in relation to a 

particular area. The more area-specific surveillance data would help in targeting surveillance 

based on more sensitive sentinels (pigs and/or ferrets). 
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Appendix 1 Data on habitat classes and landform descriptions collected within a 10-m 

radius of each trap site 

 

Code Description 

RK Solid rock (e.g. rocky outcrops) 

SH Scree/shingle (broken rock) 

GR Gravel (riverbed) 

BG Bare ground/dirt 

  

FW Flat weeds/low herbs/hieraceum 

IP Improved pasture 

ST Short tussock 

TT Tall tussock 

  

BR Briar 

MG Matagouri 

MK Manuka/kanuka 

CP Coprosma/native scrub 

  

WL Willow 

PN Pine 

BH Beech 

  

OT Other (specify, e.g. flax, ferns, 
dracophyllum, alpine herbs) 

 

Landform: R = Ridge; HS = Hillside; G = Gully; B = Bluff; FL = Flat; O = Other (specify) 

Aspect: N = North; NE = North-east; E = East; SE = South-east; S = South; SW= South-

west; W = West; NW= North-west 

Slope: FL = Flat (0–10
o
); SL = Sloping (10–20

o
); ST = Steep (20–30

o
); VS = Very steep 

(>30
o
) 

Max Veg Height: Estimate height of tallest vegetation to the nearest 10 cm, e.g. knee height 

= 40 cm 

Ferret captures: ferrets do not need to be tagged, and can be killed. However, do record age 

and sex. 

Age of possums and ferrets captured: A = adult, J = juvenile 

Habitat: Record a maximum of four classes. Record most dominant habitat first as a two-

letter code (above) with estimated % cover for a 10-m radius around the trap, then second 

most dominant, 3
rd

, etc., e.g. SH 90%, FW 10%, etc. Estimate % cover as if looking down 

from above. 
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Appendix 2 Example of possum (and ferret) capture and habitat data sheet – Molesworth Station: TRAPS 1–10 

Record findings for a 10-metre radius around each trap location (as if seen from above) 
Transect number:        Person recording: 

Trap #, 
waypoint 

GPS 
(E, N) 

Altitude 
(m) 

Land- 

form 
Aspect Slope 

Max veg 
height (cm) 

Possum (and ferret) captures Habitat descriptions 

Date 
captured 

Tag # Sex/Age 1 2 3 4 

1  
     

   
    

    

2              

    

3  
     

   
    

    

4              

    

5  
     

   
    

    

6  
     

       

    

7              

    

8              

    

9  
     

   
    

    

10  
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Appendix 3 Details of the derivation of land cover variables, habitat composition, 

and altitude for each possum trapline 

Land cover variables were derived from EcoSat, which comprises Landsat ETM+ 

satellite imagery pan-sharpened to 15-m resolution and processed to standardised spectral 

reflectance, a property of vegetation cover alone, independent of atmosphere, sun 

position, slope and view direction (Dymond & Shepherd, 2004). The principal date of 

imagery used for the analysis was 9 December 1999. An unsupervised classification was 

applied to the six standardised spectral reflectance bands generating 30 distinguishable 

classes. Twenty-four of these classes were associated with the 157 possum traplines on 

Molesworth Station, so our transects covered the majority of land cover classes available 

on the station. 

As no ground validation had been conducted prior to this project, the habitat composition 

of each EcoSat class was derived by cross-tabulation with the Land Cover Database, a 

land cover data set at 1-km resolution derived from satellite imagery that had been 

extensively validated in the field, for data covering the entire South Island. The resulting 

habitat composition of each EcoSat class was represented by the proportion of cells that 

was represented by each LCDB2 class. Cluster analysis using the Bray–Curtis method 

identified seven communities of EcoSat classes that had similar LCDB2 composition plus 

six individual classes, giving a total of 13 habitat clusters in the EcoSat data (see 

dendrogram). Each cell in the EcoSat dataset was reclassified with the habitat cluster 

identification and these new cluster variables were analysed for each line. 
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Dendrogram showing clusters of the 30 EcoSat habitat classes with similar LCDB2 

composition. Clusters involving multiple EcoSat classes with a similar composition are 

indicated by the red boxes. Each cluster plus individual EcoSat classes that were not part 

of a cluster were labelled in alphabetical order (bottom letters). 

 

LENZ is a classification of New Zealand’s landscapes using a comprehensive set of 

climate, landform and soil variables that drive geographic variation in biological patterns 

(Leathwick et al. 2003). The most detailed level of classifications, containing 500 

environments, was used in this study, of which 20 classes were present in the study area. 

The seven climate variables within LENZ were also analysed as separate data layers. 

These were: mean annual temperature (°C), mean minimum temperature of the coldest 

month (°C), mean annual solar radiation (MJ.m
-2

d
-1

), winter solar radiation (MJ.m
-2

d
-1

), 

October vapour pressure deficit (KPa), annual water deficit (mm), and monthly water 

balance ratio. 

The Digital Elevation Model (DEM) was used to derive mean altitude above sea level for 

each line. Height above valley floor (HVF) was thought to more closely reflect local 

environmental conditions within each catchment that influence the distribution of 

possums compared with altitude. This variable was generated from the DEM as follows: 

A valley floor mask was generated from the Landcare Research erosion terrains dataset. 

This dataset describes the erosion properties of different landform types (of which valley 

floors are included). 

An extract of the EcoSat 15-m DEM for the Molesworth area was processed (using 

ArcGrid functions) to generate, firstly, a depressionless DEM (removing flow sinks) and, 

secondly, a flow direction mask (gives direction from each pixel to its steepest downslope 

neighbour). 

The valley floor and flow direction masks were then used as inputs to a Landcare 

Research C-program that traced the flow path from each non-valley floor pixel to its 

hydrologically ‘nearest’ valley floor pixel. The altitude difference between the initial and 

final pixels was calculated and assigned to the original non-valley floor location. The 

output was a 15-m raster dataset giving height (metres) above valley floor, or zero when 

inside the valley floor area.  

The slope categories recorded in the field (Appendix 1) were not used in the analysis. 

Instead, a value for slope was calculated from the hypotenuse of a triangle in which the 

vertical axis represented the minimum and maximum altitude and the horizontal axis 

represented the distance between the first and last traps, using the GPS coordinates for 

each trap. Landform was not used for line-level analyses as it was highly correlated with 

slope. Aspect (as collected in the field) was also not used in the analysis as it was difficult 

to summarise aspect at line level from the data recorded for each trap. Furthermore, 

previous studies have not found aspect to be a significant predictor of possum density 

(McKenzie & Meenken 2001). Vegetation height was not used for line-level analyses as 

it was highly correlated with the land cover classes. 
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Appendix 4 Extra details of necropsy and culture: pigs 

Note: these details summarise methods for all animals collected on Molesworth Station, 

both for this project and for the project ‘Relative Utility of Tb Hosts as Sentinels for 

Detecting Tb’ (R-10652; Nugent & Whitford 2007). 

Necropsies of feral pigs involved visual inspection (see photo, this Appendix) and 

removal and thin slicing of all the following groups of tissues and nodes: 

Head: submaxillary, parotid, retropharyngeal, and atlantal lymph nodes and the 

oropharyngeal tonsils. 

Thoracic cavity: the pleura and lungs plus the bronchial, apical, and mediastinal lymph 

nodes. 

Abdominal cavity: the liver, kidney, the hepatic and renal lymph nodes, the ileocaecal and 

ileojejunal lymph nodes associated with the intestines, and the internal iliac lymph nodes. 

Body: the inguinal, popliteal, precrural and prescapular nodes. 

The submaxillary lymph nodes were submitted for culture from all pigs, including those 

with no visible lesions (NVL). Where the submaxillary lymph nodes had lesions 

indicative of Tb, only the lesioned material was submitted. For NVL pigs, the 

submaxillary nodes obtained from both sides of the head were submitted. For those pigs 

where suspicious lesions were found in head nodes other than the submaxillary, the 

submaxillary nodes were cultured separately from the lesioned tissue. The severity of 

infection in each pair or set of lymph nodes in the head was scored using the index in the 

table below and then added together to give a total ‘lesion severity’ score.  

Scoring system used to classify severity of infection in head lymph nodes of individual 

pigs.  

0 No visible lesions and culture negative submaxillary 

nodes, or (rarely), culture-negative lesioned tissue 

1 No visible lesions, culture positive 

2 Single or multiple small lesions <0.5 cm 

3 Single or multiple small lesions 0.6–1.0 cm 

4 Single or multiple small lesions 1.1–2.0 cm 

5 Single or multiple small lesions 2.1–3.0 cm 

6 Single or multiple small lesions 3.1–4.0 cm 

7 Single or multiple small lesions >4.0 cm 
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Graham Nugent conducting a pig necropsy in the field. 
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Appendix 5 Extra details of necropsy and culture: possums 

 

Necropsy 

Necropsies were undertaken by Landcare Research staff and involved the visual 

inspection and incision of the retropharyngeal, submaxillary, lungs, bronchial, apical, 

inguinal, superficial axillary, deep axillary and mesenteric nodes. Although the head 

nodes and the bronchial and apical nodes were often hard to find due to their small size, 

the area around their general location was always thinly sliced, so we were confident that 

we would detect any lesions in these nodes, if they were present. In addition to the above, 

the liver, kidney, hepatic and renal lymph nodes were also visually inspected. 

The inguinal and superficial and deep axillary nodes were collected and pooled into one 

sample for each possum. If either the inguinal or axillary nodes were lesioned, then this 

material was collected separately from the main ‘inguinal and axillary’ pool. Any other 

node or tissue that had suspicious Tb lesions was also collected. Possums were either 

classed as Typical (i.e. TYP; having lesions typical of Tb), Equivocal (i.e. EQU; having 

lesions suspicious of Tb) or NVL (i.e. having no visible lesions). 

 

Culture 

The following samples were submitted for culture: 

For all TYP and EQU possums, in both the area-wide and local surveys, the lesioned 

node or tissue was cultured separately from the ‘inguinal and axillary’ pool.  

For NVL possums killed within 200 m of TYP or EQU possums, in the area-wide 

surveys only, individual ‘inguinal and axillary’ pools were cultured.  

For NVL possums killed further than 200 m away from TYP or EQU possums, in the 

area-wide surveys, pooled samples of up to six possums of the inguinal and axillary 

nodes were cultured. 

For NVL possums in the ferret survey areas, pooled samples of up to six possums of the 

inguinal and axillary nodes were cultured. 

No NVL possums were cultured from Bullen Hills or Lake McRae, or in those surveys 

where the kill location of the possum was not recorded. The jaws were removed for 

ageing and culture procedures were undertaken by the Infectious Disease Laboratory, 

AgResearch (Wallaceville), and followed the methods outlined by Buddle et al. (1994). 
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Appendix 6 Details of the pen construction, pig husbandry, pig capture and radio-

telemetry methods used in the investigation of pig Tb-host status 

 

Study sites and construction of exclosures on Muzzle Station 

Two 1-ha sites were chosen by the landowner and a researcher as being suitable for 

access, natural ground cover for pigs, and ease of construction. Both sites were very close 

to the Molesworth Station boundary, which was beneficial for the second replicate. Wild 

pigs were already abundant at both the sites, proving the habitat was already quite 

suitable. The perimeter of each site was cleared by a grader to both ease construction and 

create a buffer from other vegetation (which animals can climb from). The Clarence 

River separated the sites. The two pens were named after their geographic location on 

Muzzle Station as the Tytler Pen and the Panhandle Pen.  

Exclosures were constructed firstly of driven wooden fence post (1.8 m), waratahs (1.8 

m) and staytight sheep netting to create a strong pig-proof enclosure. Fine (19 × 19 mm) 

weldfab netting was then attached to the sheep netting with fencing staples. This mesh 

was fine enough to inhibit stoats, ferrets, cats, hedgehogs and possums. On the outside 

top perimeter of the enclosure flat sheet metal (telephone pole protector material 40 cm in 

height) was attached with fencing staples to discourage/inhibit animals climbing into the 

pen. Lastly, three electric wires (2.5 mm high tensile wire) were placed around the 

perimeter of the enclosure, two on the outside (top 110 cm and bottom 20 cm above the 

ground) and one around the inside of the pen (20 cm above the ground) to stop pigs 

rooting under the fence. Electric wires were held away from the pen by 150-mm pigtail 

insulators and electricity supplied via a solar panel and electric fence unit (Stafix SX; 

Tru-Test, Auckland). 

The shape of the pens (as seen from the air) was quite different due to terrain and habitat 

features. The Tytler Pen was diamond shape while the Panhandle Pen was a rectangle. 

Shelter consisted of natural features during the summer months, thick briar, mānuka and 

large poplar trees for shade (Fig. 7). 

Husbandry 

Water was supplied via a 1000-litre water tank mounted on a four-post stand and set back 

4 m from the enclosure. Water was gravity fed through an underground pipe to a 110-litre 

water trough. Water levels were controlled via a ballcock system and supplied on an 

ad lib basis. Water tanks were manually filled as required. Water was obtained from the 

main river by way of pumping via a 4-hp water pump into a portable 800-litre water tank 

on the back of a utility and transported to each pen’s water tank. 

Feed was supplied ad lib through a mini feed silo constructed of galvanised steel (Rakaia 

Engineering). Each enclosure had one silo, which could hold up to 250 kg of pig pellets. 

Pig food used was NRM Pig Tucker Plus, in both nut and pellet forms.  

Exclusion of other potential vectors 

During the study intensive possum and ferret control was undertaken around and in the 

immediate vicinity of both enclosures to limit the chances of any unwanted species 

attempting to get into the enclosures. Possum control was undertaken with permanent 

Feratox encapsulated cyanide, gun-stapled to vegetation around the enclosures. 

Approximately 30–40 bags of Feratox remained permanently around each enclosure. 
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Possum and ferret kill traps (Warrior) were set immediately adjacent to all four sides of 

each enclosure, and several kill traps were placed inside the enclosure to check if any 

possums did in fact get into the enclosure. Live capture (Holden) ferret traps were used in 

conjunction with ferret-tunnel-type kill traps. They were checked daily when staff were 

working in the area and closed when staff were not available. Cyanide paste was used 

periodically around each pen to provide a variety of control techniques. 

Pig trapping 

Trapping of live pigs for the experiment began in midsummer (January). From previous 

trapping work it was anticipated a 7–10 days of baiting would be required before pigs 

were ‘trappable’. Barley was fermented in a large black plastic container placed in direct 

sunshine in order to heat up the barley. Approximately 100 kg of barley was fermented in 

this manner at any one time. Traps were erected (but not set) in areas knowingly 

frequented by pigs (fresh sign or sightings) and small heaps (handfuls) of fermented 

barley were then distributed on the ground near and in each trap site. Approximately 5 kg 

of barley was distributed in this manner daily. After 10 days, pigs started to consume the 

barley. This delay could have been a combination of wariness, detectability (although 

fresh marks were seen near the barley almost daily) or that the barley had fermented 

much more to their liking (initially the barley was fresh with little aroma). 

Once pigs had consumed all barley both around and within an unset trap for a minimum 

of 2–3 nights, the trap was set. The traps used were of weldmesh construction; the four 

sides were held up by warratah posts and wired together with lacing wire. Three sides 

were complete weldmesh panels with the fourth side encompassing a one-way door 

welded into it. Once fully erected the whole trap was then embedded firmly into the 

ground by hammering the warratah posts into the ground a few more centimetres. The 

triggering mechanism was a simple post and trip-wire system attached to the swinging 

door. Barley was placed in the far corner of each trap with a ‘snout height’ trip wire 

across that corner. Once tripped the door slams down and cannot be pushed outwards by 

the pigs. To maximise the number of pigs caught in each trap, a large number of small 

feed piles were placed in each trap maximising the time for a single pig to get to the trip 

wire in the far corner. 

During the first replicate several larger wild pigs (approx 30 kg live weight) were caught 

live with the aid of a dog, and placed in the enclosures. Pigs caught in this manner were 

hog-tied and snouts were closed with a dog collar before pigs were transported in a large 

canvas bag. 

In the second replicate we focused on live capture of individual pigs from Molesworth 

Station that were known from outward appearance to be the right age and size to have 

generalised Tb lesions based on our previous pig Tb surveys. This involved using a 

helicopter, first to find suitable pigs, next to position a hunter and a single live-capture-

trained dog on the ground nearby, and then to drive the pig back toward the hunter. We 

successfully used both Robinson R-22 and R-44 helicopters (Amuri Helicopters, 

Hanmer), for live capture, with the dog carried in a pod mounted on the skid of the 

helicopter. To minimise animal stress and the time costs associated with pig capture, the 

pilot and ground hunter used ground-to-air radio contact to work closely together in 

mustering and capturing the pig as quickly as possible. Pigs were placed into a wool 
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fadge and flown directly to the experimental pens for release. Survival rate of live-

captured pigs using this method was 100%. 

Radio collaring and tracking 

Each domestic and wild pig released outside the enclosure in the wild was fitted with a 

radio transmitter ear tag (Sirtrack, Havelock North). These tags are easily fitted with the 

use of ear-tag applicators. Transmitter weight was 27 g and all were fitted with mortality 

sensing and ‘duty cycling’ (18 h on, 6 h off) to enable a 12-month battery life. Ground 

tracking was carried out using an ATS 2100 or Telonics TR-4 receiver and either a metal 

or rubber directional yagi aerial. These collars had a reasonable signal line of sight, but 

signal strength was compromised in thick bush and steep terrain. When necessary, pigs 

were radio tracked from the air using a Robinson R-22 helicopter. The pilot also used 

either an ATS 2100 or Telonics TR-4 receiver and a three-element aeronautical 

aluminium Yagi antenna attached to the helicopter skid (Gregory et al. 2002).  

To compensate for the high loss of radio transmitters and natural mortality of released 

pigs we also released piglets born in the pens (and assumed Tb negative) during both 

replicates (six and five pigs respectively). 
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Appendix 7 Details of development of the DIGITAL and DIGITALFIELD models, 

and assessment of their performance and accuracy 

The association between each line-level covariate and number of captured possums was 

first screened using univariate Poisson regression analysis. Covariates were entered in the 

multivariate model if an association existed at an alpha level of less than 0.3.  

To ensure that candidate variables for inclusion in the model were independent of each 

other we excluded one of any pair of independent variables with a Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient greater than 0.50. We then used Generalised Additive Modelling (GAM), a 

non-parametric extension of GLM (Hastie & Tibshirani 1995), to obtain information on 

the shape of the response of TCI to each of the predictor variables. Non-linear variables 

were added to a GLM as quadratic or cubic terms, and the remaining variables were 

retained as linear terms.  

Both models were fitted using a stepwise elimination process. Putative predictive factors 

were retained in the model if they showed a significant Ward’s test value, indicating an 

association at an alpha level of less than 0.05, or confounded other variables. To 

determine the combination of variables that best explained the data with the minimal 

number of covariates (i.e. the most parsimonious model), we used the Akaike Information 

Criterion (AIC; Akaike 1973). Final models only included independent variables, in 

quadratic, linear or categorical format that satisfied two criteria: (a) significant at the 0.05 

confidence level from a Ward’s test of deviance reduction, and/or (b) explained at least 

two units of the AIC. 

Transect identification was included in the model as a random effect if the intraclass 

correlation coefficient (ICC) for lines located in the same transect was > 0.2 or if the 

inclusion of the random effect showed an effect on the means and/or standard errors of 

the coefficient for each predictor variable (Snijders & Bosker 1999; Pinheiro & Bates 

2000). When a random effect was included the Poisson regression analyses were 

performed using a generalised linear model (GLMM) using the Maximum Likelihood 

methods (Breslow & Clayton 1993; Venables & Ripley 2002) implemented in the LME4 

(Bates & Sarkar 2006) package in R version 2.3 (R Development Core Team 2007), 

otherwise simple GLM regression was implemented (McCullagh & Nelder 1989; Dobson 

1990; Hastie & Pregibon 1992; Venables & Ripley 2002). 

The presence of unaccounted-for spatial dependence in the data after controlling for the 

fixed and random effects was investigated using binned omni-directional semi-

variograms upon the model’s line-level residuals (the difference between the observed 

outcomes and the model predictions). As no spatial dependence was detected using this 

method (P > 0.05), spatial autocorrelation aspects of the data were not included in the 

model. 

Model predictive performance and accuracy 

Predictive performance of the final models was evaluated using the Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient between the predicted and the observed TCI for each line, representing the 

general correlation between observed data and the models’ prediction. The predicted 

number of possums per line was also plotted as a function of observed data, allowing a 

visual comparison between the model’s performance and perfect prediction, indicated by 

the unity slope. 
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Examination of Pearson's residuals versus the fitted values, Pearson's residuals versus the 

normal quartiles and Cook's measure of influence versus line-level leverage were used as 

diagnostics to check the validity of model assumptions and identify points that had an 

excessive influence on the fit of the model (Armitage et al. 2001; Guisan et al. 2002).  

Finally, model goodness-of-fit was assessed using the coefficient determination R
2
 

indicating the proportion of variance explained by each model. An overdispersion-

adjusted R
2
 based on deviance residuals for fixed-effect Poisson regression models was 

calculated. As this measure is sensitive to the number of covariates fitted (an artificial 

reduction in deviance may occur with an increasing number of covariates in the model), 

we used the deviance-based R
2
 measure suggested by Heinzl and Mittlböck (2003), which 

adjusts for both overdispersion and the number of covariates fitted in the full model. 

Accuracy of the model was evaluated by applying tools for evaluating a dichotomous 

outcome over a range of 1% cut-off values of the Poisson model outcome. The following 

two measures were used to compare predicted and observed data at each cut-off value: 

(1) sensitivity and specificity, and (2) the True Skill Statistic (TSS; Allouche et al. 2006). 

Sensitivity is the proportion of observed possum presences that are predicted as such, and 

therefore quantifies omission errors. Specificity is the proportion of observed possum 

absences that are predicted as such, and therefore quantifies commission errors. TSS is a 

prevalence-independent measure of agreement, used as an alternative to the kappa 

statistic. This measure was used since statistical dependency was detected between 

prevalence and agreement for increasing TCI (McNemar test showed P < 0.05 for most of 

the TCI thresholds). TSS takes into account both omission and commission errors, and 

success as a result of random guessing. TSS ranges from −1 to +1, where +1 indicates 

perfect agreement and values of zero or less indicate a performance no better than 

random (Cohen 1960; Allouche et al. 2006). Like kappa statistics, values of TSS can be 

classified as: poor TSS < 0.4, good 0.40  TSS < 0.75 and excellent TSS  0.75 (Landis 

& Koch 1977; Luck 2002). 
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Appendix 8 Frequency distribution of line-level possum TCI for 157 10-trap 

traplines distributed across 42 transects on Molesworth Station. 
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Appendix 9 Ordered box plot of TCI for the 42 transects used to sample possum 

abundance on Molesworth Station in the Northern South Island High Country. 
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Appendix 10 Descriptive statistics for the percent area of each line (out of 157 lines) that was covered by habitat variables 

collected in the field in January and February 2005, represented both as a continuous variable (mean and standard deviation) 

and a categorical variable (number of lines on which the variable was recorded within each of the percent cover categories). 

Variables Code N Mean SD 0% 0–1% cover 
>1–5% 

 cover 

>5–25% 

cover 

>25% 

cover 

Bare dirt  BG 67 3.8 7.51 90 9 21 32 5 

Briar  BR 75 4.59 7.78 82 7 18 45 5 

Narrow-leaved coprosma  CP 53 2.6 6.46 104 13 16 22 2 

Flax  FL 55 2.92 8 102 11 19 20 5 

Flat weeds  FW 138 22.74 20.87 19 6 18 54 60 

Improved pasture  IP 54 6.46 14.18 103 3 14 21 16 

Matagouri  MG 47 2.65 6.45 110 8 15 21 3 

Manuka/kanuka  MK 4 0.46 5.27 153 1 2 1 0 

Other  OT 52 3.29 7.46 105 9 16 21 6 

Pine  PN 6 0.05 0.33 151 4 2 0 0 

Solid rock  RK 74 4.34 8.99 83 7 31 32 4 

Shingle  SH 127 26.94 28.68 30 4 21 39 63 

Short tussock  ST 131 10.89 12.48 26 9 34 66 22 

Tall tussock  TT 67 7.44 13.52 90 6 13 31 17 

Willows  WL 3 0.04 0.36 154 2 1 0 0 

Height of tallest vegetation (cm)  157 150.89 147.83      

N: Number of lines in which the variable was present; SD: standard deviation of % cover of a class across all lines; 0%: number of 

lines on which a variable was not present. 
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Appendix 11 Summary of line-level percent cover of the digital EcoSat classes for 

the 157 lines (on 42 transects) used to sample possum abundance on Molesworth 

Station. 

EcoSat class Number of lines Median Mean SD range IQR 

NV 4 0 0.14 0.92 0–7.46 0–0 

2 18 0 1.42 7.70 0–71.93 0–0 

3 1 0 0.01 0.09 0–1.08 0–0 

5 9 0 0.43 2.50 0–24.59 0–0 

7 2 0 0.05 0.56 0–6.9 0–0 

8 2 0 0.04 0.42 0–4.84 0–0 

9 32 0 2.06 6.23 0–36.84 0–0 

10 24 0 2.07 7.80 0–58 0–0 

11 63 0 5.25 9.50 0–47.62 0–6.78 

12 56 0 10.78 23.14 0–100 0–9.43 

13 3 0 0.08 0.61 0–6.25 0–0 

14 52 0 7.57 17.57 0–94.83 0–3.77 

15 68 0 7.89 14.79 0–72.13 0–8.82 

17 113 6.76 16.74 19.99 0–80.65 0–29.31 

18 106 5.36 15.63 20.29 0–92.73 0–24.29 

20 62 0 10.54 21.67 0–98.44 0–8.62 

21 57 0 5.64 12.54 0–83.75 0–4.41 

22 67 0 7.46 13.51 0–57.63 0–7.58 

23 29 0 2.49 7.85 0–55.74 0–0 

24 36 0 3.01 7.49 0–42.86 0–0 

25 7 0 0.19 1.15 0–11.29 0–0 

26 8 0 0.20 0.97 0–6.94 0–0 

27 1 0 0.05 0.69 0–8.62 0–0 

28 7 0 0.25 1.63 0–16.39 0–0 

29 1 0 0.01 0.14 0–1.72 0–0 

NV: No value; SD: Standard deviation; IQR: Inter-quartile range (Q1–Q3). 
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Appendix 12 LCDB2 composition of the 30 EcoSat classes generated through an unsupervised classification, represented by the percent 

of cells with each LCDB2 class. EcoSat classes are grouped within clusters of similar LCDB2 composition. 
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A 1 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.2 83.9 1.9 2.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.6 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.6 

B 14 6.7 9.1 2.5 1.4 26.2 11.2 19.0 0.0 0.6 0.5 5.5 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.4 1.3 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 12.0 

C 3 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.2 1.1 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.2 3.9 0.9 1.7 0.0 0.1 0.6 0.5 7.5 0.5 0.1 80.9 

6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 1.7 1.2 1.3 0.0 0.1 0.3 1.0 7.2 0.5 0.0 85.3 

7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.4 1.3 2.1 1.3 0.0 0.1 0.1 1.9 3.9 0.9 0.1 85.9 

9 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.9 4.7 1.2 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.6 1.7 2.2 6.4 2.7 0.3 0.3 0.4 4.3 3.2 2.4 0.9 65.6 

D 4 0.5 0.6 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.0 1.4 3.1 10.7 0.1 2.4 0.8 2.1 31.0 2.3 7.4 0.4 1.3 0.3 0.5 1.7 0.5 0.2 30.6 

8 0.5 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.6 8.1 8.9 16.7 0.1 1.4 1.3 3.7 10.2 3.9 8.8 1.0 1.9 0.5 1.8 1.5 1.0 0.7 24.1 

E 30 0.0 29.4 57.8 5.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.6 

F 19 1.3 21.2 3.5 7.8 0.5 0.5 0.1 2.7 4.9 0.8 30.6 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 4.3 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 19.1 

G 2 11.4 48.5 2.4 4.7 0.5 2.9 0.5 0.1 0.6 2.0 15.6 0.7 0.3 0.0 0.3 1.7 0.2 2.7 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 2.3 

13 16.1 50.7 0.8 6.6 0.1 1.6 0.2 0.0 0.6 1.3 15.3 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.8 

16 0.0 46.0 19.1 14.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 17.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.4 

H 15 2.3 13.9 0.0 10.0 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.2 1.7 10.2 47.6 5.1 0.1 0.0 0.6 1.4 0.1 2.3 0.8 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.5 

5 1.7 3.1 0.0 1.8 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.2 3.1 12.6 47.5 1.1 1.1 0.3 1.5 7.3 0.7 6.9 0.7 1.6 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 3.6 

17 0.4 1.7 0.0 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 3.9 19.3 62.0 2.8 0.3 0.0 0.4 0.8 0.1 1.7 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 

18 0.6 9.4 0.0 8.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 6.1 18.8 37.1 13.9 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.7 0.8 0.2 1.3 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 

12 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.1 0.0 1.0 10.0 21.7 46.9 1.2 1.1 0.4 1.2 2.3 0.6 3.7 0.7 1.2 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.2 1.6 
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I 11 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 2.9 34.9 23.1 13.3 0.3 1.0 1.4 2.3 2.9 1.8 3.1 0.8 0.9 0.6 1.4 0.5 0.8 0.8 3.7 

22 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.9 22.4 29.4 33.7 2.4 0.4 0.1 0.5 0.7 0.2 1.9 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.5 

20 0.2 1.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.6 18.3 34.1 32.7 4.9 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

J 10 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 8.0 37.3 5.9 1.2 0.0 0.3 2.0 2.3 1.7 7.3 1.5 0.4 0.3 0.4 3.3 1.6 2.3 3.5 18.0 

K 28 0.8 6.9 0.0 5.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 5.2 33.2 15.2 8.0 19.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 1.5 

L 25 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.9 76.8 10.1 1.6 0.0 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.8 

26 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.4 86.0 2.3 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.6 1.5 

27 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.8 87.0 5.3 1.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 1.3 

29 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 93.1 0.7 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.1 

M 21 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.1 51.2 30.8 4.9 5.6 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

23 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.4 61.0 19.5 8.1 2.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.7 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.5 

24 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.1 64.6 18.8 5.9 0.8 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4 
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Appendix 13 Possum locations in the Leader Dale and Yarra catchments 

Possum locations in the Leader Dale (top) and Yarra (bottom) catchments over a 13-month 

period from March 2005 to March 2006. Numbers beside each dot represent individual 

possums. 
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Appendix 14 Total animals necropsied, cultured & aged in the Molesworth project 

 

Species Necropsied Cultured Aged 

Possum 810 497 
34 (cementum) 

607 (tooth wear) 

Ferret 407 403 141 (cementum) 

Feral pig 184 184 184 (tooth eruption) 

Totals 1401 1084 966 
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Appendix 15 Performance and limitations of the DIGITAL and DIGITALFIELD 

models 

Evaluating the predictive performance of a selected model is crucial for evaluating the 

applicability and the limits of the result in the field (Fielding & Bell 1997; Guisan & 

Zimmermann 2000; Pearce & Ferrier 2000). The majority of ecological modelling studies 

agree that model evaluation should involve a comparison with independent data (Fielding & 

Bell 1997;  Manel et al. 1999; Pearce & Ferrier 2000), which can be achieved by partitioning 

the data and using separate datasets for fitting and validating the models or by subsequently 

validating the model against a new set of field data. We had insufficient data to both maintain 

power of the analysis and validate model output, hence we used all data for the analysis and 

applied multiple methods to evaluate the performance of the model against the observed data 

from which it was constructed. These methods showed that the model performed sufficiently 

well to be a useful operational tool. In addition, by evaluating model performance over a 

range of TCI values, we were able to identify the TCI ranges in which it performed well and, 

conversely, not so well. This information enables possum control managers to modify their 

strategies given their confidence in predictions of possum abundance across the NSIHC.  

Overall, predictions from both the DIGITAL and DIGITALFIELD models were reasonably 

accurate, with agreement between predicted and observed data 40–100% higher than what 

was expected if a random prediction was made (Fig. 17). The average sensitivity and 

specificity of the DIGITAL model calculated for a range of 1% TCI increments was 65.4% 

(range: 50.081.9%) and 84.1% (range: 66.9100%), and for the DIGITALFIELD model 

was 80.9% (range: 58.6100%) and 87.4% (range: 64.6100%) respectively. As a general 

statement, therefore, the models performed well in distinguishing areas of low, medium and 

high possum abundance, although they were not able to discriminate accurately among small 

TCI increments within these broader abundance classes (Fig. 17). They are therefore most 

usefully applied when deciding which areas to target in terms of a ‘cut-off’ of (say) >5% or 

>10% TCI, for example. 

The sensitivity of the DIGITAL model was highest (82%) for predicting lines with one or 

more possums (TCI ≥ 0.03) versus those that caught no possums. It was also relatively high 

(75%) for predicting lines with three or more possums (TCI ≥ 0.09). These represent two 

operationally useful cut-off points when applying the model as a decision support tool in the 

field, the first being identifying areas of low risk (low possum abundance) that can be 

excluded from control and the second identifying areas of higher risk (higher possum 

abundance) that should be top priority for control. We therefore suggest that in the NSIHC 

generally, approximately 13% of the total area is in this high-risk category (>10% TCI). 

The specificity of the DIGITAL model was lower at lower TCI values, reflecting the model’s 

tendency to overpredict possum abundance at this low end of the range. These findings are 

consistent with the result of Ramsey and Ball (2004) showing that a zero trap catch using 

transect sampling, even spatially placed at random, is a poor indication of local absence of 

possums. As a result of this overprediction at low TCI levels, the predicted spatial 

distribution of possum abundance in the NSIHC is inherently conservative, which reduces the 

risk of incorrectly excluding areas of higher possum abundance from control. 

The specificity of the DIGITAL model was higher and the sensitivity lower for high TCI 

values (>0.09) (Fig. 16a), which was reflected in the model underpredicting TCI values in 

this high range. This may be explained by the limitations of using GIS-based information to 

capture specific small-scale habitat features that were not identifiable within broader-scale 

digital habitat data, but which may sustain small high-density foci of possums. The improved 

predictive performance of the DIGITALFIELD model at high TCI values (Fig. 16b) provides 
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strong support for supplementing GIS-based predictors with field-collected land cover data 

that captures fine-scale features associated with high-density foci of possums. 

On a cautionary note, two very high TCI lines strongly influenced the significant 

improvement in predictive performance associated with the DIGITALFIELD model (Fig. 

16b). These were predicted to catch 3 and 4 possums with the DIGITAL model, and 9 and 10 

with DIGITALFIELD model. Both locations had a high proportion of bare ground and one 

had a high proportion of briar. While incorporating field data increases the predictive 

performance of the model, it also increases the specificity of the model for the environment in 

which the data were collected, and may therefore make it less valid externally (i.e. in other 

areas). The use of broader remotely sensed variables can make the model applicable across a 

wider range of habitats, but we strongly recommend local validation in the field when 

applying this approach beyond the NSIHC.  

Given an R
2
 of 0.30 and 0.35 for the DIGITAL and DIGITALFIELD models, a reasonably 

high amount of variability in possum abundance was not explained by either model, 

suggesting that additional factors not captured in the habitat and topographic factors 

measured in the study influenced the distribution of possum abundance. Finer-scale factors 

may influence smaller-scale variation among TCI values, such as size and configuration of 

habitat patches, protection from the weather including winter conditions, and proximity to 

other physiological needs such as water and feed sources. In addition, the observed variability 

may be a consequence of stochastic variation in data collection in the field (Borcard et al. 

1992; Jaberg & Guisan 2001). Nevertheless the model predicted low, medium and high TCI 

levels with good accuracy; more than sufficient to be a powerful operational tool for 

stratifying possum control efforts. 

Although the TCI–habitat associations identified in this study are strictly only relevant to 

summer 2005, we assume the relationship between possums and habitat is stable across 

seasons, for which there is reasonably strong evidence (Cowan & Clout 2000). Furthermore, 

our data on possum movements and home range sizes (this study) indicate little seasonal 

variation in either movements or home range utilisation. 

 


